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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 191

Two Teenagers Shot At Service Station
A. C. Williams ToProduce Police Shoot Youth,
15, Going Out Window
TalentShow AtBruce Hall

Two teenagers were shot year-old boy that officers had
early Monday morning in sep- shot within a one-week period.
, A. C. Williams, one of the a member of the NAACP Youth , the Teen Town singers, has arate filling stations, one while SECOND BOY SHOT
A week earlier a boy was
said that young people from all l trying to escape a burglary
city's outstanding disc jockeys,!Council.
shot by an officer as he fled
Mr.
Williams,
who
works
:parts
of
the
city
will
will serve as producer of thei
Partici' and the other while attempt- down an alley in the downwithyoung people and directs pate in the Nov. 20 talent show.
I talent show which will climax
ing to rob an elderly Negro town area after he took a bus
the "Miss Social Belle" contest
service station operator who driver's money bag. When he
being sponsored by the Memhad been injured by robbers ignored an order to stop, he
was shot in both arms and in
phis branch of the NAACP.
one week earlier.
the head. His condition is said
The contest, in its third week,
Insp. E. C. Swann, head of to have improved.
will end at the gigantic talent
the Homicide division of the For the Buford Shelby servshow to be presented in Bruce
Memphis Police department, ice station, it was the third
Hall of LeMoyne college on
said police received a call that burglary since he took over
Friday night, Nov. 20, starting
the Buford Shelby Esso Ser- the establishment. The first
at 8.
vice station at 745 E. McLe- time a burglar did not take
Among the contestants seekmore was being burglarized anything. On the second try,
a cigarette machine was pried
ing the title are Miss Joyce
about 12:18 a.m.
Ann Cochrane, daughter of Mr.
When the squad car arrived, open and $26 stolen.
Mr. Shelby said that in last
and Mrs. S. G. Cochrane of 729
the suspect was still inside the
Vance ave., owners of Flora's
station and armed with what Monday's burglary, a drawer
was ransacked and some keyS
'Flower shop; and Miss Diane
appeared to be a rifle.
IMarie Owens, daughter of Mr.
After being ordered to stop, taken.
and Mrs. Robert Owens of 748
he said, the suspect attempted MURDER AREA
His station, located at the
Speed at.
to flee through a window. OfBTW SENIOR
ficers opened fire and struck corner of McLemore and Mississippi blvd., is less than a
Miss Cochrane is a senior at
him three times in the leg.
block from a hardware store
'Booker T. Washington high
JOYCE COCHRANE
DIANE OWENS
HAD AIR RIFLE
where the owner was robbed
school and belongs to the MetThe victim was Bernard
ropolitan Baptist church.
and fatally beaten in late OcJames Thomas, 15, of 111
tober.
' She is a member of Co-Ettes,
Walker at. He told police that
MORE SLUMS ON BALE
Inc., the Deb-Teens, the high
The murderer is still at large
he had decided on breaking
0. W. Pickett, promient local real estate
leaders In the fight for better housing for school glee club and an NDCC
and the case unsolved as the
into
the
station
about
two
broker associated with Metro Builders,
Negroes In the city, and here he is seen . spontor. She is being sponsored
Tri-State Defender goes to
weeks earlier. In his attempted
by the Triple Six Thrift club
press.
Pointed out this row of houses in the
chatting with man who was visiting one of
flight,
he
left
a
BB
gun
in
the
and the Moderates Bridge club.
Beale Street area which is substandard.
the occupants. The building in the backstation,
which
was
found
by
A freshman at Father Bertbut which brings its owners some $30 a
ground Is the Memphis Publishing comMr. Shelby when he opened
rand high school, Miss Owens
month from tenants. Pickett is one of the
pany. I MIR Photo).
is being sponsored by the Youth Special to Chicago Defender Si.ception to the Southern rule. the station on Monday.
At the Spur station at the
For Democratic Action, of Tel State Defender
Happily, this occurence involv•
cited as an even greater mal- which she is a member, and the Occasionally the DAILY DE- ing the famous gospel singing corner of Third st. and E. Calhoun, Embra Smith of 823 Jopraetor in producing unem- ,21-4 Democratic club.
FENDER bas the opportunity family, The Staple Singers, is
sephine. told officers that
ployment than-racism. A sue-1 She is a communicant of
to relate an incident coming one of those exceptions.
about
3:36 a.m, three youths
'cessful effort, he said,, would Anthony Catholic church and out of the South that is an ex- The family stopped for gas
walked up to the front of the
reduce unemployment, relief
on the outskirts of West Mem- station.
L rolls and strike a blow at •
•
phis, Ark, on their way to fill A second later, one
entered
chronic dependency.
an engagement.
the station and asked him for JACKSON, Tenn. - A Negro
"At night," he said, "we
Mavis Staple Leak, the lead change for
a quarter. When mother of four gave birth to
must light up our schools, our
singer, asked the filling station Mr. Smith started to get
it quadruplets and doctors reA survey of 68 cities by the Young, the League's national churches, libraries, settlement
•
attendant for a gas receipt, ex• from the
register, the youth ported the mother and children
National Urban League indi- executive director, at the an- houses, museums, community
plaining that they kept them struck him on the head
with a were doing fine.
cates that 70 per cent of adult nual conference of the Nation- :centers and field houses in our
for income time purposes. The soft drink bottle.
Attending pediatricians, Dr.
Negroes over 25 years of age 'al Association of Public School parks, if that is what it takes
attendant ordered Mrs. Leak HAD BEEN ROBBED
Blanche Emerson and Dr. Bob
Funeral
to
uneducated
young
reach
the
do not hold high school di- Education at the Sheraton
services for Priestleylclub of St. Augustine Catholic to get out of the car, demand- Mr.
Smith told officers he Hicks, said the two girls and
plomas.
Palace hotel in San Francisco adult.
ing that she come inside the pulled a pistol that
Hoof, 37-year-old employe ofichurch.
he had two boys were born within five
survey
The
also revealed last Saturday night.
DENVER BEST
Humko, who died as a result{ Mr. Hoof died about 50 min- station to get it. Persia Staple, been keeping since he was bru- minutes to Mrs. Willy Grant
Sr.,,
the
that Memphis is near the bot- MIGRANTS COUNTED
father and arranger of tally beaten a week earlier by Lyons of Maury City in CrockLutes after being carried to John
The figures ranged from 54 of injuries received in
an autotom of the list with 86 per , Mr. Young pointed out that per cent at Denver who never
the singing family questioned three boys who tried to rob ett County.
'Gaston hospital.
cent of its Negro adults over the high number of Negro completed high school to Mus- mobile accident early last Sat-1 After being treated for cuts the necessity of this, since the him, and shot the boy in the The physicians said
the chil25 years failing to remain in dropouts in cities listed in the kegon. Mich., where 88 per urday morning, are schedulediand bruises, Mrs. Hoof was re- man held the receipt in his left chest.
dren, whose delivery began at
school until they received a survey was not an 'indictment cent did not complete the 12th to be held on Saturday morn- leased from the hospital.
band.
L ing with R. S. Lewis and Sons, Mr. Hoof attended St. Au- It was reported that at this As soon as the firing began, 4:14 A.M., weighed between
12th grade diploma. of any educational system, as grade.
the boys who were waiting four pounds, three ounces and
Igustine school and was a vet- point the man started using outside fled
Of 4,669,000 non-white adults many are migrants from other The 1960 census showed that in charge of arrangements.
from the station four pounds, 14 ounces each.
eran of the U. S. Navy.
In cities having League
abusive language, contemptu- while the victim reportedly The children were
of some 5,736 Negroes over 25
delivered at
branches, some 3,233,000 may But, he warned, "It is an in- living in Muskegon, only 527 Warren ave., and his wife were Survivors include six child- ously making references to the begged the operator not to kill
Jackson•County general Rospien route home about 3 a. m. ren, Priestley Jr., 14; Charlotte, cadillac that they drove.
be classified as dropouts, while dication of the enormity of the had completed high school.
him.
tal and were the first quadruple
142,000 others have no educa- L problem facing adult educa- For the same period, the when he lost control of the car 13; Yvonne, 11; Janice, 7; Char- Me reminded them that they The victim identified himbirth ever recorded In Tennesiat Cincinnati and Menager and les, 5, and Robert 7
tional background whatsoever. tors in those cities."
months; were not in Illinois, but in the self as Roosevelt McKinley 16, see.
survey showed that of 108,490
t
'1.
k
his mother MrS. Catherine South, where the white man's
The survey, based on U.S. Mr. Young called for a mas- persons in that category in
of
733
Crockett.
He
was
adThe infants were placed in inCensus data, was disclosed in sive multi-billion dollar war .Memphis, only .9,803 had fin- Hoof was riding in the rear of Holmes, Frayser; and mother word Was law. As his remarks mitted to John Gaston hospicubators as a precaution hethe car at the time and was and father-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
an address by Whitney M.'against illiteracy. which he ished the twelfth grade.
progressively
became
more
oftal
and
his
condition
was
listcause
of their small size hut
_
slightly
g
injured.
Char Ies Marshall of 1844 Kan- fensive, Staples interrupted
him ed as critical on Monday.
physicians said the mother and
The couple had been to a sac ave.
dance at Father Bertrand high Burial will be in National and told him that what he was Young Thoma,s was admit- children were in "excellent consaying was not necessary, and ted to the hospital in fair con- dition."
school sponsored by the Men's cemetery.
at the same time, snatched the dition. Police said that he has The Lyons' four other chilreceipt from the attendant's a Juvenile Court record.
dren range from three to 15
hand.
Thomas was the second 15- years of age.
The man trew back to hit
Staple, and his son, Pervis. Jr.,
pushed the man down. The
family got into the car and
hurriedly drove away.
Evidently the station attend•
ant called police, identified the
The Memphis chapter of chairman; Mrs. Jeanette Gra- car and invented a story worthy
Jack and Jill of America, Inc., ham, Mrs. Lois Hargraves and
See STAPLE, Page 2
will present a tea on Sunday,'Mrs. Maria Pinkston; Publicity: Mrs. Mattie Sengstacke,
Nov. 15. from 4 to 7 p.m. at
chairman; and Mrs. Allegra
the Lelia Walker clubhouse. Turner; Decorations: Mrs.
The theme will be "Freedom Ethlyn Earls, chairman; and
Mrs. Mable Briscoe and Mrs.
in Autumn."
The tea is being given for Addie Owens.
Also . Refreshment:
the support of Miss Janet
Mrs.
Horne. 13-year-old daughter of Evelyn Iles, chairman; Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Horne of Ethel Jones and Mrs. Minnie
1974 S. Parkway east, a con- L. Woods; Finance: Mrs. Em- The Bluff City PTA Council
testant in the "Miss Social ma Tom Johnson, chairman; will observe annual "PTA 414 ,
Belle" contest.
Mrs. Catherine Simmons and Sunday" in a program to be
A fashion show will be pre- Mrs. Joyce Pinkston; Hostess- presented on Sunday at Mt.
sented during the tea and will es: Mrs. Helen Houston, chair- Gilliam Baptist church, 1029
feature Jack and Jillers ages man; Mrs. Alice Kilpatrick Raymond St.
two to six. Entertainment will and Mrs. Mary Braswell.
The speaker at the program
be given by youngsters seven
Current officers of Jack and starting at 3:30 will be Mrs.
through 19.
-Jill are Mrs. Allegra Turner, Georgia V. Harvey. a member
Mrs. Catherine B. Simmons president; Mrs. Lena Fouche, of the faculty of Manassas
VOTE FOR SYLVESTER
BAPTISTS MEET AARON HENRY
is chairman of the tea. On the vice president; Mrs. Alice Kil- High school.
The
nation-wide
election is over, but you still have a chance
program committee are Mrs. patrick, recording secretary; An award will be presented
Four local Baptist ministers were on hand
stroved In Mississippi. From left are Revs.
to back Sylvester Gant in his quest for the top(hristmas
Elene Phillips, chairman; Mrs. Mrs. Clara Hobson, corre- to the school with largest repto welcome Dr. Aaron Henry, second from
.1. W, Williams, C. Jackson, A. E. Campprize for boys selling the Tr -State Defender. During the
Clara Hobson and Mrs. Ophel- sponding
secretary; M r s. resentation at the program.
right, outstanding Clarksdale civil rights
bell, president of the Tennessee Regular
past four weeks, Sylvester has been a leading salesman.
ia Byas.
Evelyn Iles, financial secreMrs. Margaret Turner is
leader when he came here last Friday
Baptist Convention. Dr. Henry and Rev. E.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The 15-year-old seventh grader is the son of Mrs. Ines
tary; Mrs. Mabel Brownlee, president and Mrs. Mattie Sutnight for the mass meeting at Ellis audiBates. some 26 churches are to benefit
Other committees Invi- reporter; and Mrs. Joyce tles secretary.
Gant of 397-C S. Lauderdale. He attends Porter Junior
torium to raise money for churches defrom the rally. (Withers Photo).
tations: Mrs. Helen Batts, Pinkston, treasurer.
High school.(MLR Photo).
Rev. E. Bates is host pastor.

Staple Singers Find
Justice In Arkansas

• Memphis Ranks High In
High Noel Dronnuts

Tennessee
Mom Bears
Quads

Priestley Hoof Dies
er Car Accident

•

Jack And Jill Backing
Janet Horne With Tea

PTA Sunday To
Be Observed At
Baptist Church

•

MORE READERS,
MORE RESPONSE, MORE RESULTS, MORE SALES.
DEALERS RECOGNIZE DEFENDER ADS.
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Sheriff, Secret Service
In Security Squabble
AUSTIN, Tex.— (UPI)—A sheriff's department
investigator guarding President Johnson's motorcade
was stopped by secret service men wearing a gun and
ordered out of the area, an angry Travis County sheriff said.

•

Howard Law School
Gets 1,800,000 Grant

SATURDAY; NOVEMBER 7, 1961

'NOTICE

WASHINGTON D. C.—How- Foundation's gift, the Univer- at all," the dean saiG. "With
ard University President James sity will allocate funds of itis the Ford grant we will now be
M. Nabrit, Jr. announced the own for the development of the able to make a legal education
receipt of a 81,800,000 grant law school, President Nabrit available to many of these stu.
dents, most of whom heretofore
the Ford Foundation to assist stated.
in the growth aim development "This grant will enable have been required to pursue
of the University's School of Howard to add several out. vocational careers in which
Law. The grant will be used standing legal scholars to its their full potential will never
during the next five years to facutly and to improve its law be realized."
strengthen the law school's in- library," Nabrit said. "The
structional program and to pro- quality of law school training
vide additional scholarships for will be greatly strengthened,"
law students, Dr. Nabrit said. he added.
Under the terms of the grant, According to present plans,
$900,000 has been designated the development phase of the
for student am and the remain- program will begin January 1.
der for implementing various The increase in scholarships is
aspects of the institutional de- expected to begin with the start
velopment plans of the School of the spring semester next
of Law. In addition to the February.
In commenting on the Fore
award, President Nabrit said
that, among other things, it
will enable the School of Law
to extend its research activities
in the area of community problems.
"Our entire social system Is
undergoing fundamental chang.
es in its structure," he declared. "Many of these changes
are not only reflected in our
legal system but also are in
fact initiated within the legal
order.
"The end of over 300 years of
enforced racial separatism is in
sight. But the very ending of
segregation and discrimination
based an race exposes enorHUMBLE OIL SCHOLARS
mous and much more complex
The shortage of doctors and nurses will
Rachel Haynes, nursing student at Homer
problems of assuring that our
be relieved by these young people from
G. Phillips Hospital School of Nursing. St, current revolution contributes
Baton Rouge, La., who are now studying
Louis, Mo.; Maurice Decuir, Loyola Unipositively rather than negativefor careers in medicine on Walter C. Traversity School of Medicine, Chicago, and
ly to the well being of society,"
gic scholarships granted children of emDr. Nabritt added.
graduate of Xavier university, New Orployees of Humble Oil and Refining comleans: and Miss Julia Holmes, a student at
Declaring that the nation's
pany, an affiliate of Standard Oil comthe School of Nursing of Florida AdzIVI
most critical need at this time
pany of New Jersey. From left are Miss
is for trained leaders who exuniversity, Tallahassee.
ercise sound judgement, the
Howard president said that this
need will be even greater in the
'Negro community as it becomes a part of the American
mainstream of life.
"With the assistance of the
Ford Foundation grant, Howard
lUniversity and its School of
'Law in particular will now be
PEORIA,—Ill.—A drive to pass laws to prevent over-ride needs for essential In a position to respond vigorunnecessary hospital construction, keep racketeers and often expensive community ously to this need," Nabrit said.
The studkuit aid aspects of
and "sharp operators" from owning them and to services.
"It would also," Kempe con- the stepped-up program will
eliminate mail order schools of ntirsing was announced tiueG, "eliminate the inflation- enable Howard to increase the
by the Illinois Hospital Association.
ary effect on hospital costs that number and size of scholarships
result from wasteful or badly and assistantships to law stuAccording to Paul W. Kempe,
planned hospital construction. dents as the school's enrollment
IHA president and administraat the two day meeting. The "Around' the country, the ex- increases, according to Dean
tor of Silver Cross Hospital,
bills will be introduced when perience has been that such Clarence Clyde Ferguson of the
Joliet, "racketeering elements"
School of Law.
the
have made several attempts in in state legislature convenes new hospital beds become filled
January.
with patients, whether or not "Increasingly we are finding
the last four years to establish
One bill would require licensing these patients actually need the prospective law students with
hospitals in the Chicago area,
of practical nurses and would intensive services of a general excellent potential but with limThree proposed legistlative
require correspondence schools hospital. This is inevitable re- ited financial resources, if any
bills were discussed by delegafor nurses to be approved by flected in rising premiums of
tes who represent more than
the state board of nursing.
health insurance," IHA pres- SPALDING, England — Pub
300 licensed hospitals in Ill.,
Some of the schools now Went related.
operating
offer
"practical Unplanned hospitals also add regular Jack East received a
nursing" correspondence course to the already critical crisis four and one-half gallon cask
take only 10 weeks. The grad- of the shortage of nurses, tech- of free beer from the Pigeon
uates find they lack qualifica- nicians, therapists and person- Inn here to mark his 65 years
Continued From Page 1
tions for accepting practical nel.
of patronage.
of police pursuit because short. nurses jobs.
ly after they left the station, The Federal Trade CommisStarts SAT. NOV. 7
the Staples' car was curbed by sion and the U.S. Surgeon Genthree vehicles loaded with po- eral have denounced the schools
One Big Week!
lice with shotguns and dogs,
and most states have already
The elder Staple recounted banned them. One Chicago
how they forced him to open school has been charged by the
the trunk of the car and Federal Trade Commission with
NEW...IN COLOR
VT'S ALL
searched all members of the using the mails to defraud.
IlIrlifjom mar
family. However, the palice Another bill would reduce the
GOO 00
captain, a Bobby R. Keen, three year nursing program to
DRACSTRIPI
found material, music and pic- two. It coula be taught in
tures of the group in the trnk hospitals and junior colleges.
and recognized the famed sing- More nurses could graduate in
FRANKIE AVALON
shorter time and would help
ers.
"ANNETTE" FUNICELLO
At this point the entire situ. alleviate the critical shortage.
ation changed. He quickly pull- The third bill would empower
HYER
ed his men back, and profusely the state health department to
apologized, lie said he believed prevent the construction of a
them and noting the receipt new hospital if the sponsors
that they had for the gas, told cannot document the need for
Staples the attendant attempted additional services in the area
KEENAN
—
to make him believe that the or if a serious question about
,"qualification, background and
gas had not been paid for.
Plus
Cap. Keen not only asked character."
their forgiveness for the incon. Speaking of the bill, Kempe'
o
venience, but requested some said, "It would protect the pub.
0
(
0
lie interest against sponsoring
of their records,
A Dixie case in a million? groups who would allow con.
TECHNISCOPE.
Perhaps, but delightfully true siderations of financial gain to
Sheriff T. 0. Lang vowed he
would furnish no more police way to a rally on the state
assistance to protect the Presi- capitol grounds.
dent "unless they sit down for "I've furnished from five to
20 men for them before for
a few minutes and get some
nothing," Lang said this mornthings straightened out."
ing. "We're through working
Lang said the deputy, whom with the
secret service unless
he declined to identify, was a they sit down for a few minutes
top investigator who had been and get
some things straighton the force for several years. ened out
with us."
"They told him to get off the
streets--he had his credentials,
his badge, walkie-talkie and
all," said Lang.
After the incident, the sheriff
withdrew all of his men from
Congress Ave. motorcade route,
which Johnson followed on his,
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was outlined and found the
method to be most effective.
eft
Side
Now he plans to jolt some of
the other bad check writers in
to action.
FOOTBALL FANS — A
,number of Memphians were on
hand last Saturday night to
,see Tennessee State university
LeMoyne College will pre'hand Southern university a
32 to 21 trouncing before a sent a talented young pianist
POLITICAL NIGHTMARE— — A reader of the Tri-State standing room only crowd. in recital on the evening of
A young man who has beenfDefender said he believes the Ladies who don't care to watch!Nov. 17, in Bruce Hall, starting at 8:30.
dabbling in politics was having traffic bottleneck which ex- the pigskin parade will be hap-I
The artist, William Grant
for several blocks north iPY when they can look forward
a nightmare in the middle of,tends
of Walker avenue on Missis- to having their husbands re- Nabors, appeared before a
the day last week. After re- gippi blvd. during the rush main home on weekends.
Memphis audience several
years ago as a boy prodigy. He
fleeting that polls have a way hours of the day said that he
now resides in Switzerland.
of not always accurately pre- believes that it can be elimBorn in Roanoke. Va., he is
dicting the winne4r in a Pres- inated by -simply forbidding
the grandson of a Memphis inidential election — take for parking on either side of the
surance broker, E. P. Nabors
instance the 1948 upset of street during morning and evewith offices at 242 Hernando,
Thomas Dewey by President ning hours. And he plans to
and nephew of W. F. Nabors,
he said, pass the information on to the
Harry S. Truman
1387 South Parkway East, man"I would feel much better if officials responsible for easing
a)go
ir
criecotf 4F
eo
ole Homes housing
re
some Negro were close to Sen- such delays. Bus drivers will
arrangethis
ator Barry M. Goldwater. In also benefit from
T. J. Tonev. principalf
said.
Tbe
young pianist began his
event that he won, he ment, he
Geeter High school and presmusical studies at the age of
BUSINESSMAN LEARNS — ident
1111111uld be able to take some
tnacon
o the Tennessee
and
10
for more than five years
credit for it and go to him A local businessman, w hose
PT
gress:rdele
with our demands. As it stands business has suffeed from the 1Middle Tennessee Teachers As- appeared in concert at colleges
now, we have no voice in the occasional bum checks that sociation meeting held recent- and universities.
W. L. NABORS
White House for four years come across his desk, and ly
offered greetings on be- STUDIES IN ITALY
At
of
age
the
he
16
appeared
took
filing,
been
has
he
if the Arizonan gets elected." which
half of the more than 500
, final conceit of the avademy
with an orchestra in CleveThe young man was an LBJ,time out last week to confer teachers in the TEC.
'concert s' ('5
land,
playing
the
Ohio,
Tschaiof
section
Document
the
with
the
by
And
meeting
himself.
supporter
The theme of the
Since then he has place I
time this reaches the public, the Memphis Police Depart- was "Education, The Founda- kowsky Concerto. Upon gradwe will know whether or not ment about what steps should tion of Freedom," and the uation from high school he re- thronglIont 11••15.
the man was right in his fears Ibe taken to eliminate the men- ispeaker was Dr. Amnia C, Mal- ceived a grant to study in Italy Holland. Ent:bunt and Eg. lit
ace. Taking the latest piece of lory, specialist and consultant and subsequently won admis- PUBLIC INVITED
or not.
to the
world-famous
1"rubber" on file, he proceeded of the Office of Manpower, Au- sion
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Tennessee
State Driving School
Do You Need Help In Getting Your License?
CALL 275-3600
NERVOUS STUDENTS OUR SPECIALTY
LET
US
HELP

Uncover
the truth...
Better whiskey
makes better drinks.
Prove it with
7 Crown. More people
do. Seagram's 7 —

settOftit,'

ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP FOR BASS
Dr. Levi Watkins, president of Alabama
State colirge at NIontsoMery, is shown
pointing out to Dr. Carl C. Weems.
left. the new dean of the college, and Dr.
110Yd I,. Kiss, right, detaiiii of a bulletin
I-eve:dins Di. Bass,' anpointmo lit to an

academic Internship at the City College of
New 'York for this academic year. Dr. Bass
is the first Negro man to receive such an
internship through the Ellis L. Phillips
Foundation, and one of two Negroes to be
awarded internships this year.
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The Sure One

Reading Expert
Visiting LeMoyne

Enaligh Lectures To
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Supplying Utility & Janitor Service
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525-2904
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HULL DOBBS
EAGLE 3-PIECE

FOOTBALL

1960
1961
1962
1959
1960
1961
1961
1959
1961
1962

$995

FORD 4 Dr.,
R.H , Automatic
PLYMOUTH Station Wagon,
4 Dr., Fully Equipped
OLDS.
F 85,
Automatic
2 Dr.
V-8 R.H.,
FDRD 2 Dr"

VALIANT
4 Dr., R.H
FORD 4 Dr.,
R.H , Automatic
FALCON 4 Dr.,
R.H., Automatic
OLDS. 98, Dr. R.H.
& Air
Fully EquiPP, Po

fti:..-ers.
CADILLAC 4 Dr.,
H.T., Fully EquiPP•

Air

lict. fellows, it's an
official size rubber
football with Kantleak valve. White
lacing and end
stripes. Set includes
kick tee and inflating pump.

2"

"LITTLE CHAMP"
•

$695

$1595
$795
$795
$695
$1095
$1095
$1895
.$2995

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN HIES

FOOTBALL
A 6x3" copy of regulation football for
the younger set.
Brown with simulated lacing. Made
by Eagle. Rubber.

29

EAGLE OFFICIAL SIZE

It's white or beige or blue or turquoise or pink or
yellow or green. It saves you time and running
and trouble and trips. It's probably one of the
biggest bargains in Memphis.

BASKETBALL
2" tan rubber bas/
91
ketball with black
striped .seams and imprint. Designed with
inflating valve and
needle. Boxed.

9
What is it?
Your handy extension phone.

..........
, YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

9 No. Main Street St.

Southern Bell
Serving You

rig, 1
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ARNOLD SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
SANCTUARY LAMP DEDICATED
Bishop John Vander Borst, Episcopal Bishop of Tennessee, delivered the
sermon at Emmanuel Episcopal church and dedicated a sanctuary lamp in
the Chapel of Our Lady in memory of Dr. WUliam Oscar Speight,' Sr..
senior warden of the vestry, who die:: recently. The dedication was held
during the morning service on Sunday, Oct. 25. At left is a scene of the

Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
Come on back with me on the trail of this wonderfu
world of golf. I know you have been astray, but all is for
given.
Let's take up where we left off. Find out what the Sam
Qualls Golf club is doing. See how many people you know
have joined the list of "duffers," or new golfers.
Get acquainted with the new brown golfers on the professional tour. Know their names, so that when they play in
the city at the Memphis Open next May you will have someone special to see and follow.
Did you know that the youngster the second door from
. you is in college on a golf scholarship and is playng on a
golf team?
The sport is moving ahead with jet speed, and within
five years it may take the front seat.
So, keep apace in the know. There is plenty you have
been missing. Stay with me and I promise to bring you up
to date and keep you there.
Follow me each week, I will be here.
Take a drive by the Riverside golf course and spy the
big live turkey that the Sam Qualls Golf club has on display.
This is to focus your attention on the Sixth Annual Turkey
Tournament to be played on this course Saturday and Sunday, November 7-8.
To win a Thanksgiving turkey you only play 18 holes,
nine to qualify any time during the week and your final nine
on Sunday November 8. There will be eight flights, five for
men and three for women.
Any golfer in the city is welcome to play.
The Sam Qualls Golf Club next meeting is Thursday
night November 5-8:30 P.M. at 787 David st., the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bridges Pyles. All members are expected for
business of importance.

JACK AND JILL TEA AND STYLE SHOW

FREEDOM IN AUTUMN
To be presented by the Twix - Teen Groupe of Jack
& Jill. Benefiting Miss NAACP'S Social Bell
To be held at Lelia Walker Club House Sunday,
November 15, 1964 from 4 to 7 P.M. 717
Walker Avenue
Mrs. Catherine Simmons, Chairman

congregation during the service,'and at right are seen Dr. and Mrs. William
0. Spelkist, Jr., observing Bishop Vander Horst consecrating the lamb
donated by the staff of Meyer Clinic in memory of the senior Dr. Speight.
Rev. .1. Cortez Atkins is priest of the church. (MLR Photos).

1Olivet Baptist To Present
D. E. King During Youth Week

Washingtonian Is NEA Week Guest
Dr.

Richard Carrigan of
Washington, D. C., national director of the student division
of the National Education. As"Youth Fulfilling Their Role phis high schools. The public sociation, will be guest speaker
as Courageous Witnesses for will be Dr. D. E. King, pastor
Christ" will be the theme of a of Friendship Baptist church
Youth For Christ week at in New York City.
Olivet Baptist church at 270 Dr. King is considered one
E. Calhoun ave. Nov. 8-13.
of "America's great preachers," ,
The speaker for the occasion and will deliver "a prophetic
according to his sponsors.
,message for our generation,'
He has traveled overseas is invited. Rev. E. W. Williamand has preached to the people son is pastor of Olivet Baptist
of Europe and Russia. Dr. King church.
recently left a congregation in
Louisville to accept the post
at one of the country's largest
Negro Baptist churches.
Music for each night will
be sung by choirs from Mem-

NEED
CASH!

General Assembly
Church To Honor
Elder Anthony
Elder Ronald Anthony, national minister of music and
youth leader of the General
Assembly Churches, Inc. will
be honored at a special pro-,
gram on November 6, at 7:301
p.m. to be held at the General
Assembly Church, 119 Green-'
law Avenue.
Elder Anthony who began
preaching at the age of four,
years, and was ordained at 12
years of age has participated in
many national revivals of the
denomination.
• i
Elder Gilbert E. Patterson
will deliver the sermon on Sunday afternoon. Mother M. L.
Green, supervisor; Dr. L. S.
Green, host bishop.

Honorary membership in the Arnold Air
Society is awarded Dr. W. N. Jackson, dean
of the faculty at Tennessee State university by Cadet Major Curtis R. Lee, commander of TSU's Vance H. Marchbanks
chapter as Professor of Air Science Lt. Col.
Howard L Baugh, USAF, looks on. The
Arnold Air Society is a national organiza-

tion of Air Force ROTC cadets of 176 institutions of higher learning in the United
States. Other Tennessee State faculty
members awarded honorary memberships
in the Society were Dr. J. A. Payne, dean
of students; and Dr. G. M. Sawyer, director or Public relations.

hour.

Calvin Cunningham, student
at LeMoyne College, Nov. 9.
president at LeMoyne,
He will appear here during NEA
the observance of American said a coffee and fellowship
Educatioh Week and will speak hour is being arranged for Dr.
in Bruce Hall at the 10:30 am. Carrigan.

Buy U.S.
Savings Bonds

Get Your
FREE
T.V. Bingo Cards
At
Big Star

•

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reaeon why people
like to do busin•ss with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our courteous treatment and desire to Wu you.
"Oasts Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.

Horne Owned • Harn• Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• like to say yes to your
loan requ•st"
Examined and Supervised by
th• State Department of
Insuranc• and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

SAVE 13c*

'under price el
horns delivered
milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
IldlialielM11111111111111.11.1e

MIDWEST MILK
1111
5 rni

AT YOUR FOOD STORIC

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

The Brand to
Reach for
CIOUTTON
KING
COTTON
KING
COTTON
KING
COTTON

Franks
Bacon
Sausage
Lunch Meat
ASIORIES

•
made in the J.S. Govt. .'lspete
,kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

TV Bingo Card Color This Week
Salmon Iii Noon Fri., Nov. 6

BHS
INC.
24/ Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Mwelphis, Tell“sssss
"YOUR Company Mass What You Ask for And
Whet You Think Of"

po BY• BUS

somernerrocaresir

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

•
PLAY T.V. BINGO
every weekday
Monday thru Friday
11:00-11:30
Channel 13
WHBQ T.V.
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NATIONAL ADVERTISERS RECOGNIZE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER'S PULLING POWER....

•

Here are 4 reasons why....

ted
lty
Ips
•an
ec-

1. More readers......

ds

2. More response......

•

3. More results.....
4. More sales.....
•

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS:

•

Old Taylor
Pet Milk
Carnation Milk
Seagram's 1 Crown
Sofstyle
Seagram's Extra Dry Gin
Gilbey's Gin
Kool Cigarettes
Old Crow

Dark Eyes Vodka
Viceroy Cigarettes
Wonder Bread
Double-Cola
Spears Vinegar
Red River Valley Potatoes
Southern Bell Telephone
Riceland Rice
Lanacane

Humble Oil
Johnson Publishing Company
Coca-Cola Company
Vogerell Products, Inc.
Springer Fashions
United States Steel Corp.
American Home Products Corp.
Epic Professional Products
The Gillette Company

•

The only ABC Negro weekly in the Mid-South....
WITH MORE ADULT AUDIENCE AND MORE MONEY TO SPEND
in any given Memphis Negro market.
111111.191111111111111011.01,

'You sure you're going my way, son?'

ABC

•

1‘

at

%1
0

The New
ABC
Tri-State Defender
U

"Ti. South's Independent Weekly"
llama Offic.: 236 South W.lhngtos — Phone JA 6-8391
Publisher
JOHN. H. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
Editor
McCANN L. REID
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr. .... Advertising Manager
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Noble Training Program

'Subscription rote, One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2.year 'special SubecrIption rate
'$10) The Tri.Stot• D•fendre Do•• Not Tok• R•sponsibility for unsolicit•d Manuscripts
tar Photos. Published Leery Thuredey by th• New Tri•Stot• Publishing Co. S•cand
Clos• ?gestapo Paid at Memphis, T•neeeeee Und•r Act of March 2, 1879.

tativ•s
National Advertising Rip,
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

SERVING 1100,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI.STATE AREA

Barry's Social Concept
Since Barry Goldwater has
levelled his gun at Social Security, he has been hard pressed for
logical arguments in support of
his harsh negative ideology.
His position some years prior
to his aspiration to the Presidency was that "the government
takes 6 percent of most payrolls
in Social Security and thus compels millions of individuals to
postpone until later years the
enjoyment of wealth they might
otherwise enjoy today."
In 1956, he espoused the contention that the "inescapable
and harmful by-product of such
operations as Social Security ...
has been the weakening of the
individual personality and of
self-reliance."
When Senator Goldwater began campaigning in the New
Hampshire primary last winter,
he collided for the first time with
the reality that most people who
vote in elections have a solid
and strong attachment to the Social Security system.
In the past eight months, however, the Senator has been backing away from this unrealistic
and _unreasonable posture. His
conversion to the realities of
modern life is moving apace. By
the time the national elections
are over, the education of Goldwater beyond the elementary
grades may be advanced enough
for him to understand and interpret life in twentieth century
America.

In the meanwhile, he has not
quite caught up with his studies
in plain Americanism and international relations.
Though he has retreated considerably from the previous positions on such issues as permissive authority to NATO military
command to use nuclear weapons, U.S. withdrawal from the
United Nations, and hardening
of our relationships with foreign
powers, he leaves grave doubts
as to the extent to which he comprehends the complexity of
these problems.
He has become somewhat reconciled with the basic assumption of the Kerr-Mills Act,
which provides Federal matching grants to the states to cover
medical expenses of old people
who take a pauper's oath. When
this law was passed in 1960,
Goldwater was one of the only
two Senators to vote against it.
The issue on which he has not
given enough ground to justify
faith in his somewhat revised
opinion is Social Security. Naturally voters who believe in
this system of collective security
and wbo benefit from it will
have no choice but to cast their
vote against the Senator. President Johnson has made it abundantly clear that he supports
that philosophy and wants it extended to include medical care
for the aged. And this has been
one of the major objectives of
his administration.

A Sad Ending
"Everybody 'loved
Harry.
to, One of the best people in the
world. I don't go to funerals
but I had to come to this one."
Thus lamented a mourner
at the funeral services for
54-year-old Harry Schwartz. a
white store-keeper in Harlem,
who was murdered by a man believed to be a Negro.
Schwartz was a legend of sorts
for the Negroes living near the
Harlem super-market he owned
at 170 Lenox Avenue, near 119th
Street. He was known for making out-of-pocket loans, extending credit, getting Negroes into
unions and for sending free cartons of cigarettes to customers in
jail.
He was not forgotten. The
mourners filled two large ad-

joining rooms at the funeral
home and overflowed to the sidewalk. Among them were an impressive number of Negroes who
had been recipients of Mr.
Schwartz's benefactions and
humanity.
The police are still looking for
the murderer who stabbed
Schwartz and locked him in the
store's refrigerator, where he
bled to death.
It is indeed a very sad ending
of a life that had meant so much
to so many. Those who have
faith in the Christian doctrine of
the hereafter, may be consoled
by the thought that a great reward is awaiting Schwartz's
soul in the world beyond. This
is a wish and a prayer.

Non-Aligned Nations
The recent Cairo conference
drew bitter criticism from the
West. Yet, it was an extraordinary gathering of the leaders
and representatives of nations
honestly in quest of a solution
of their own internal problems
while searching at the same
time for ways to accommodate
the harsh requirements of the
'Western powers.
Most of the nations that gathered in the Egyptian capital
have secured their independence
from the West since the close of
the Second World war. It was

natural that they
would be yet concerned with
colonialism and its evil effects
which are yet lingering in some
territories.
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Only in America
mom
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Uses Of The Newspaper
During the Depression of the
1930's newspapers had a greater
utility than simply spreading the
bad news of how much each
stock had dropped.
The folks, like myself, with
holes in their shoes used to insulate their feet with folded
newspaper. It works, too. My
readers will have to take my
word for it since holes in the
shoe are phenomena unknown in
these days of easy affluence. By
far the best paper in New York
for this purpose was the Racing
Form. Nor was this because most
of us bettors had holes in our
shoes. The print in the Racing
Form was finer and there was
more of it and it lent this paper
a wholly unsuspected substance.
The best thing with which to
clean an auto's windshield is a
newspaper because newsprint
has a gently abrasive action. In
a pinch a newspaper can serve
as an umbrella, although I reccommend you read the paper
first before venturing into the
rain because you will not get to
read it later.
But by far the supreme use the
newspaper has in the American
home relates to its use as a garbage pail liner and as garbage
disposal sheets. No magazine, no
glossy advertisment, throwaway pamphlet can make this
claim.
Just how effectively newspapers perform varies from town
to town. There 'are folks in
Charlotte, N.C.. who wouldn't
line their can with anything but
the Charlotte Observer and there
are others up in the Eastern
suburbs who say nothing can

compare with the Bridgeport
Post.
And for those who get rid of
the coffee grounds via the garbage can instead of the sink,
nothing beats the tabloids. The
outsize paper, like the Wall
Street Journal, does marvelously for apple peelings and peach
skins, but it is not so good for
draining bacon. Nor should the
Wall Street Journal or any financial page be used for lining
drawers.
You are mu'ch better off lining the bureaus with the sports
pages or the theater section.
Whenever it is that you reline
them, you have a printed relic
of some interest. Stock averages
are due to fluctuate and most
certainly surprise you when you
read them over five years later.
Apiarians tell me bees are
magnetically attracted to sheet
music. Why this should be remains a mystery. I have no intention of initiating an empirical study in depth. I know that
fishmongers have always wrapped purchases in sheet music
and it was a fish store once that
some of Johann Sebastian Bach's
compositions were rescued by a
discerning purchaser.
It might not be a bad idea for
advertising agencies to boast of
the home uses a paper has instead of repeating that mumbojumbo about advertising linage
increases and circulation gains.
It might be interesting for you,
dear reader, to count up the
ways in which you use your
daily, and you could drop the
managing editor a line about it
and make him feel indeed he is
serving society.
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Know
The
Negro

The other night in Philadelphia, I experienced one of the
most wholesome evenings I
have spent in some time. I also
had the privilege of seeing in
action what EBONY Magazine
recently reported as "a bold, new
educational venture."
It is called The Organization
of Industralization Center. This
project is a program which is
moving forward with great
speed under the capable and
vigorous leadership of the Rev.
Leon Sullivan, pastor of Zion
Baptist Church.
The OIC is based on a simple
and terribly important thesis:
that is the necessity to give hope
and, indeed proof, to hundreds of
our people by making them realize that they can be trained to
fill skilled and semi-skilled lobs
in modern industry.
Located and operating in a
Philadelphia area which has
been considered sub-standard,
OIC is the dramatization of
"hope through self-help." Dr.
Sullivan and the group of distinguished Philadelphians who
have organized around him, did
not wait for the Federal Government—or anyone else—to
hand them pn anti-poverty cam.paign on a silver platter.
They organized their own crusade, months ago, to train young
and old for the expanding opportunities in business and industry. By the time OIC was
four months old, 4,300 applicants
had been screened and evaluated. 315 persons were going
through training in a number
of job and work categories, from
drafting to restaurant techniques. Close to 700 are now being trained.
It was a real honor to be invited by the OIC Board, through
DI-. Sullivan, to talk about my
life, problems I have faced — in
tact to be the speaker at what
OIC called its first "Inspirational Assembly." I don't know whe-

ther I inspired any of the hundreds of trainees who were present. I do know that I was inspired by the eagerness of these
people, inspired by their recognition of the fact that it is one
thing to cry out, to picket, to
demonstrate for equality and it
is equally important to qualify
for the "breaks" when they come
to us.
I was inspired by the cooperation being given by big business, headed by Charles Dates,
employee relations manager of
General Electric. GE is to be
praised for its vision and for giving the kind of leadership which
is certain to be followed by other giant corporations. I was inspired by Mr. Dates' advice to
the trainees that: "It is not a time
for applauding from the sidelines. It is a time to get into the
arena."
I was inspired by the leadership of the dedicated board of
community people.
Most of all, I was inspired by
the man who modestly leads the
plan. Dr. Sullivan's guidance of
OIC is only one more dramatic
example of his sensitivity as a
clergyman and concerned leader in the struggle to mak e
America strong. It was this same
"minister's minister (for he enjoys the respect of so many of
his fellow-clergymen) who organized and led the now-famous economic boycotts in Philadelphia which broke the back of
job bias in the oil industry and
other businesses.
OIC is succeeding because Dr.
Sullivan has no political axes
to grind; because he has the complete confidence of his board and
community; because he is known
as a mover and shaker of men
who gets things going, not for
personal greed, gain or glory—
but to fulfill his mission as a
man of God and one who points
the way.
I am proud of him, of the
people of Philadelphia.
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WASHINGTON
—MARCH OF EVENTS
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GOP Gloom In D.C.

•

WASHINGTON — An allpervasive gloom is settling over
the Republican contingent in
Washington. It takes the stoutest of them to discuss the political outlook for their party in
any terms other than defeat and
despair.
All but the most loyal of
them are openly admitting to
their friends and colleagues
that they see no way for Barry
Goldwater to win the November election. But this is not the
basis for their downheartedness.
Private political reports from
"back home" are repeating the
same story in state after state —
that GOP defeat in the presidential race is threatening to
carry down with it a sizable
number of House seats, and perhaps two or three Senate seats

as well
In addition, they foretell a
Possible loss of several governorships and waning chances
for Republican candidates to
capture several more governorships that seemed fairly certain
only a few short months ago.
In Washington. politicians
are naturally Congress-oriented. They believe that, regardless of which party controls the
White House, a strong congressional representation by t he
program of the "ins." It is with
this background that the prospective GOP congressional losses are so heavilly emphasized
in Republican circles. Current
guessing is that the GOP will
lose 30 to 40 House seats from
the rather small minority they
have retained in that body since
1960.

this no
observance have
come from counselors, first secretaries, charge d'affairs, ministers and military aides of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
Austria, Australia, Brazil, New
Zealand, Netherlands, Mexico,
Lebanon, Isr as I. Honduras,
Ecuador and the Dominican Republic.
There is even an official "Cat
Kit" explaining how to observe
Cat Week, which may be obtained by writing The American Feline Society, Inc. at 41

Union Squar e, West, New
York 10003.
The Society in addition to being the only organized group
which does publicity for cats,
feeds starved cats, houses homeless ones, protects cats which
are victims of cruelty---and generally looks out for the welfare
of cats, regardless of race, color or creed. Even the most integrated cats, sporting black and
white colors are included.
We just thought you'd like to
know.

•

By AL DUCKETT

therefore

What Washington and London
resent is that the conferees devoted much attention to t e colonial question. There
as no
way of discussing the pr lems
incidental to poverty, education,
medical and industrial developments without bringing the United States and the United Kingdom into the focus of the deliberations.

Jackie
Robinson
Says

Cat Week Is Next
For fear no one else will
think of telling you, I would
like to inform members of the
congregation that the period of
Nov. 1 through 7 has been officially designated as International Cat Week.
Don't take my word for it.
Those among you who suspect
me of fooling around may ascertain by checking it out. An
organization known as The
American Felin• Sochsty,

Inc., located in New York, has
been sponsoring International
Cat Week for twenty-six years.
Futhermore, Governors of
California, Florida, I ilinoi s,
Maine, New Jersey, New York,
Oregon, Tennessee and Wyoming have all issued importantloo k in g and statesmanlikesounding proclamations affirming that Cat Week is creeping
upon us.
Also. purrs of approval for

•
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BIG BEN BOLT
MR-7OHNNY DUKE IS A
CRIMINAL. UNAXTUNATELY,
THE MILLS OFaUSTicE GRIND
SLOWLY-AND OFTEN wriri
DiSTURBiNG ERRORS OP
JUPSMENT.

AS GOOD crTizeNs-60TH OPUS-WE srout.P
GLORY IN OUR MUTUAL INTEREST IN SEEING
BLIND JUSTICE SERVED.FOR ME IT ISA DEEP
SENSE OF RETRIBUTION. FOR YOU,MR.
80L7.„

IT WILL.BE A CHECX-C.ERTIF-IED
AND sakiA POE-FOR FIVE MILLION DOLLARS.X SAID FIVE
MILLION, SIR.

POPEYE •

No!NO!! WELLINGTON...
YOU CAN'T EVEN -rAGTE
THEM".I'M ON YOUR
SIOE!

•
rT HASA RICH,
AFFLUENT SOUND,
DOESN'T IT, MR •

BOLT?
1101411"tie

FELIX THE CAT

N
FELIX THE CAT

S.: a 4,1,DA 1,
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SOCIETY

Go-Round

•

▪ By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson •
•• •••••••••••••••••••
WEEK THAT WAS! .. . The week that

THIS WAS THE
the President of the United States, LYNDON B. JOHNSON
came to town! Thousands and thousands of curious and eager
eitizens took part in this historic occasion amid the grand
fanfare of band music . speeches . .. and a gala motorcade
that stretched from the Metropolitan Airport . . . winding
through one of our most centrally located thoroughfares,
Bellevue Boulevard (Highway 51 South) climaxing through
the heart of the business district (Union Avenue, West) and
anchored in the heart of the "downtown" area on the banks
of the mighty Mississippi River at Court Avenue and Riverside Drive, If the weather be an indieator of things to come
. with LBJ
we shall have a very sunny future indeed
. , we hope!
• • •
GEORGE GRMER, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE for Congress was enroute to Memphis with the President while a
Coffee Hour planned in behalf of his candidacy was being
held at the home of MR. and MRS. FLOYD NEWMAN, 1083
College St. on Friday night. Mrs. George Grider attended in
lieu of her husband, and was accompanied by JOHN GRIDER,
brother of the candidate, and SIDNEY GENNETTE, the campaign manager. They addressed the group present and asked
for their support during the approaching general election.
Some others present on this occasion were MRS. ANNIE
M. MARTIN who sang two beautiful solos; MRS. JEAN HARRIS, who accompanied her daughter, MISS TOYETTA HARRIS in a solo; DR. A. A. BRANCH. Tougaloo College, DR. W.
W. GIBSON, LeMcyne College, MR. and MRS. HOWARD
SIMS, MRS. PAULINE BOWDEN, MR. and MRS. H. F. PATTON, MR. BENNIE WATSON, MRS. MAE FITZGERALD,
MRS. JEWEL HULBERT and others. Hostesses included Misses DOROTHY BUTLER, MARY HAROLD, and others.
• • •

•

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
Celebrating fifty years of marriage on
October 18 were Mr. and Mrs. James
Northern King of Holly Springs, Miss.
shown here with one of their )3 children,

Mrs. Inez Gardner. They were honored by
their family and friends during a reception at the home of Mrs. Leslie Daiis.
(Withers Photo).

Holly Springs Couple
Observe Golden Date

College Honors
Honor Students
During Banquet

MR. AND MRS. HAROLD FITTS
A LOVING DAUGHTER . . . A PERSISTENT MOTHER
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fitts were married in
Miles of 3013 Sax Road. The wedding readded up to one of the happiest surprise parties around! Last
Mr, and Mrs. James Northern ling couple. Other guests. were
Alpha Church Congregation of the Temple
ception was held immediately following the
Friday night, MRS. RUTHIE C. STRONG wondered about the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Withers,
Mr.
service in the church dining room. The
insistence of her mother, MRS. FANNIE CAMPBELL that King celebrated their golden and Mrs. Selmo Jones, Ernest The current high honor stu- of the Living God, Sunday, October 25 at
couple will make their home at 2995
she be driven immediately over to visit with REV. and MRS. anniversary on Sunday, Octo- Withers and children, Mr. and dents, their guests, some mem- 9:30 p.m. during the church broadcast.
bers of the faculty and staff The bride, formerly Miss Annebell Mlles,
Worthington Circle. (MeChrbiton Photo).
W. A. SUGGS, 2392 Rozelle St. To complicate matters, hus- ber 18 at a reception in their Mrs. Fred Draper, Archie of the college, including Presiis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
band JOHN refused to keep their baby son long enough for honor. They were married 50 Jones, Mrs. Ruby Wilson, Mrs. dent C. L. Dinkins, heard Asst.
years ago in Holly Springs, Beauty Deberry, Mr. and Mrs.
her to accomplish this errand.
United States Attorney GenerMississippi where they now Alonzo Stanback, Mrs. Mosie al 0. C.
What MRS. STRONG didn't know was that several of her reside. They
Horton deliver some
are the proud King, Mrs. Ruby Chinn, Mrs. timely advice
and information
the
Suggs
residence
to
arrive
at
friends were waiting for her
parents of 13 children and 29 Lucy, Mrs. Lillie Belle Thomas, in
his speech at the honors
with baby boy EVERETT JOHNAL STRONG, nine-months grandchildren.
Murry King, and Mr. and Mrs. banquet.
old, who has recently joined the household .. , So a frustrated Hostess for the wonderful oc- Willis Pune and family ... all The banquet was held
on
Ruthie and a jolly and smiling Everett arrived at the well- casion was Mrs. Leslie Davis, of Memphis.
Tuesday, Oct. 27, in the cafeappointed home of Rev, and Mrs. Suggs where co-workers former 4-H club counselor of Mr. and Mrs. Marchall Jones, teria of the Universal Life.
, Children pres- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Carter Honor students present were Applications are now being
and friends greeted them with unusual joviality that was Holly Springs.
truly dynamic because the shocked Ruthie was truly surpris- ent for the bright affair were Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Huston Miss Juanita Branch, Miss accepted by the U.S. Depart- For the first time in the t"A Spooky Halloween," which
Mr. and Mrs. David Gardner, Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lovenia Harley, Miss Alberta ment of Public Health and
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie King, Mr. McCraven, Mr. and Mrs. Tim Johnson and Miss Peggy Welfare Service for four types tuber Bynum Council's his- was the eye catcher of 'the
Shower games and prizes and a delicious repast . . . a'and Mrs. Leroy Johnson, Mr. Echols, Mrs.
Clara Jones and Wilkes. James Russell was not of positions at the U.S. Public tory, Halloween fell on the afternoon. It was made by
andi
.
.
.
daddy's
knee
on
room,
a
nap
fast crawl around the
day that the Council gave its
and Mrs. Alexander Jones, Mrs. family, Mrs. Clara Walton, Mrs. present.
Health Service hospital in annual Halloween Party, for Mrs. Minerva Hancock's class
beautiful gifts made a little boy's mother and daddy proud 'Bernice House, and M,r. and Mattie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Attorney Horton told his auMemphis, and in order to be the mentally and physically of Klondike.
to have chosen him to live with them, and happy too, for Mrs. Ocie Pleasant.
Lefaster King and Rev. T. L. dience that goals in life make'considered for the positions
The larger children danced
Mrs. Helen Watkins sang and Tipton of Holly Springs, Mis- for success and the pursuit of)applications must be received handicapped children of the the latest dances to recOrds
sincere, loyal friends.
knowledge without the inclus- or postmarked on or before Memphis area. This seemed to spun by Mrs. Augusta Graham.
Present to share the fun were MRS. LORINE OSBORNE presented flowers to the smi- sissippi.
have created a more "spooky"
ion of goals is of little avail.
Nov. 12, 1964.
and daughters, DONNA and KAY; MRS. ROSALIND HAYES,
Dean of students C. M. Bell The positions include nurs- atmosphere, thereby making The menu consisted of hot
MRS, PALTLINE BOWDEN. MRS. JEANNETTA POWELL,
introduced the speaker and ing assistant at $4,500 a year; the party a "real Halloween dogs, potato chips, peanuts,
cookies, ice cream and drinks.
MRS. BERNETTE NASH, MRS. MAE OLA MEBANE, MRS.
Party."
acted as the master of ceredental assistant at $4,480 a
Assisting with the food were
MARY W. COLLIER, MISS ERMA CLANTON, MISS MAGmonies.
at $1.73 an , More than 120 children, rep- Mrs. Willie Brown, Mrs. Gladwashman
year;
GIE McDOWELL, MISS ELSIE THOMAS, and little MISS
hour, and operating engineer resenting seven schools, at- Ys Dortch, Mrs. Mary D. Teltended the affair, which was
WILMA DENISE SUGGS, the hosts' pride and joy.
at $2.64 an hour.
ford, Mrs. Minerva Hancock,
Mr. Strong is principal of Capleville High School, Mrs.
Full information and appli- held at the Abe Sharpe YM- Mrs. Idia SwineY, Miss MargaThere
fun.
had
all
cation forms for the job may CA, and
Strong is a counselor at Melrose High School.
ret Bland, and Mrs. Helen
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Members of the general cornbe obtained by writing: Exec- were games of various kinds Burrell.
• • •
Kathryne
Mrs.
by
supervised
utive Secretary, Board of U.S.
WHAT STARTED OUT AS A REGULAR CLUB MEET- will present its annual RHO_ mittee for the affair are Miss
Other parents present were
Nettye Rupert, Mesdames MaI Civil Service Examiners, Com- Singleton, Mrs. Dorothy MitchING evolved as a real party last week as the Elite Literary MANIA COTILLION at Bruce ridelle Adams, Rosa
Bertha Sherrod, Mrs. M.
Mrs.
McGruder,
Mattie
Mrs.
ell,
AtFord, Mary
municable Disease Center,
Hall, LeMoyne college on Fri- Brooks, Margaret
McDonald, Mrs. Payne,
B.
Club met with MRS. T. H. WATKINS, 1868 Glenview Ave.
visMcCoy,
a
Jessie
Mrs.
and
Atlanta
30303;
Goodlow, Sunday, November 8, will lanta, Georgia,
The members and guests arrived looking extremely day, December 11 at 8:00 p.m: Eldora Amos, Lytia McKinney conclude Annual
second grade Mrs. Alder Smith, Mr. Van
Sisterhood Region, U.S. Civil Service itor who teaches
Calvin, Mrs. Lorene Longfashionable and were all in gay spirits as they greeted each Featured in Rhomania will and Ruth Campbell, general Month at First Baptist Church, Commission. 240 Peachtree, at Klondike School.
be three outstanding dance chairman. Publicity Committee Lauderdale. The Women have NW., Atlanta, Georgia, 30303; The gymnasium was clever- street, Mrs. Freddie P. Harris,
other in the spirit of Auld Lang Zyne.
groups: the Willie Kelley members are Mrs. Bernice Cole adopted for their motto, "Fol- or by applying at any Post ly decorated with black cats, Mrs. Hattie McGruder, Mrs.
Mrs. John C. Mickle vice-president presided during the
Dance Group; a dance group and Mrs. Charles P. Roland. low us as We Follow Christ." Office for the forms or infor- owls, witches, and orange Susie Hood, Mrs. Clarence
business session. Afterwards the guests joined the members trained and directed by Miss
Mrs. Alberta Calvin,
Ticket chairman is Mrs. Ruby Dinner will be served im- mation as to where they may pumpkins and streamers. There Gholston,
and Mrs.
for a delightful program which had for its theme this month Roberta Ratcliffe; and the Le- Porter.
was a long black fence with Mrs. Cecelia Jones,
be pur- mediately following 11:00 a.m. be obtained.
Tickets
may
"Folk Songs." Guest speaker for the program was MRS. Moyne College Dance group chased from the members of service. Mrs. Leona Moore
cats on it. . . and the caption, Henrietta Austin.
TT fifth grade teacher at Hanley Elementary under the direction of Miss the sorority, and at the busi- Kent, Indianaola, Mississippi
MARY T. BRI,
School, who gave a lively discassion of the origin of folk music Olia Mae Reed.
ness office of LeMoyne Col- will speak during a special proAnother outstanding feature lege.
Elegance in bathroom decor,
gram at 3:30 p.m.
from the foreign to the contemporary American forms, and
led the group in a series of folk songs with the aid of the o? RHOMANIA COTILLION Mrs. Ethel Watkins is pros- Theme of this year's obser- now extends to toilet seats with,
piano and records. Much gaiety evolved from his presenta- will be young ladies from the ident of Omicron Chapter, and vance is "Role of Christian wo- molded-in designs.
high schools and colleges of Miss Ruth Booker is president men in the Face of our Pre- These contoured white plassparked by the personality of the leader herself.
the city vying for the crown of Alpha Omicron Chapter of sent Crisis in Service, Fellow- tic seats are decorated with
Hallowe'en decorations were carried out even to the of "Miss Rhomania."
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority. ship and Compassion." Music gold fleur-de-lis floral boumenu that was served. Members present were Mesdames T.
will be rendered by the Wo- quets and other designs — all
hygienically scrubbable.
men's Chorus.
J. BEAUCHAMP, MILTON BRANDON, if A. COLLINS, SR.
J. W. ESTER, JOHN GAMMON, W. P. GUY, A. HUNNICUT,
L. JONES, B. G. OLIVE, WILLIAM F. OWEN, M. J. OWENS,
N. M. WATSON, and E. W. WILSON. Guests were Mesdames
•ants
MARIE ADAMS, C. M. ROULHAC, H. SMITH,PETER JONES,,
MISS ALABAMA HOWARD, MISS MATTIE BELL, and
R. C. Owens, star end with plete their schooling.
MISS ISABELLE GREENLEE.
the National Football League's A graduate of the College of
• • •
New York Giants, was featured
THE FOUR SUITORS BRIDGE CLUB met last weekend during a recent assembly pro- Idaho, Caldwell, Mr. Owens
at the Flame Restaurant with the charming hostess being MRS. gram for juniors and seniors at was brought to the school by
EMMA TOM JOHNSON. A delicious steak dinner inspired Booker T. Washington High Rev. J. A. McDaniels, executive secretary of the Memphis
much heavy scoring with the wonderful prizes being won by school.
BERTHA JOHNSON, first GLORIA HOWARD, second and The program was centered Urban League and was warmaround a movie, "Making the ly greeted by Principal J. D.
GERTRUDE WALKER, third. Guest prizes were won by Extra Effort,"
which showed Springer and the student body.
MYRTLE WHITE, first ROSA ROBINSON. second. Also pre- some of the high points in Mr.
sent were Mesdames ALMA HOLT, LOIS HARGRAVES, Owens' athletic career.
HELEN SHELBY, THELMA HARRIS, BENNIE WILLIAMS, Following the movie, he
gave a short talk on the reCELIA CHAPLAIN and CHARLENE McGRAW.
• • •
sult of his extra effort. Dur- A cleaner that promises to
ALSO ENTERTAINING AT THE FLAME Restaurant was ing the off season he is a public restore aluminum to sparkling
relations representative for a newness without rubbing. The
club member ETHEL N. MOSLEY, who was hostess to the Tee nationwide firm,
cleaner is brushed, rolled or
Gee Bridge Club last week, Early arrivals aspiring for that While not playing football, sprayed like paint on
any aluLOVE,
SAINT
were
LUCILLE
IVORY
bonus
Mesdames
Mr. Owens appears in cities minum surface, allowed to
JEANS. GLENNIE WELLS, LENA O'BANNON, MYRTLE throughout the country to talk stand for 10 minutes, then
CRAWFORD, MILDRED HODGES, SELENA JACKSON,.about the game and attempts rinsed off with plain water.
'to encourage students to com- Said to be harmless to hands.
NAOMI DAVIS, HAZEL ALLEN, and SARA CARR.
Walking off with the club prizes were Mesdames MILDDr. Cho uses a dazzling variety of Oriental costumes,
RED HODGES, f irst SAINT IVORY JEANS, second and masks, props, authenic music and slides in his performance.
Guests
were:
Mesdames
GWEN•• •
LUCILLE LOVE. third
DOLYN ISABEL, MABEL HUDSON. and DORIS IIALL. Mrs.
HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL was host to four visitors
Hall won the guest prize.
from Stigal High School in Humboldt, Term., last week, who
• • •
came to observe Hamilton's academic and guidance program
WILLIAM GRANT NABORS, who gained fame in Mem- as Part of their In Service Training Day, MRS. L. B. Croom,
phis several years ago as a boy pianist, will render a recital English instructor and MRS. L, M. GIVEN, Social Studies
in LeMoyne College'. Bruce Hall on Tuesday night, Nov. 17, were accompanied by MRS GIVENS DAUGHTER, FRAN8:30 p.m. The talented arti!,t, who now lives in Italy and CINE GIVENS and BRENDA BURNETT, both students.
Switzerland, is the grandson of local insurance broker E. P.
They visited with the principal Harry T. Cash, the GuidNabors and nephew of Bill Nabors, manager of Foote Homes. ance Counselors and their subject area teachers throughout
college's
"Miss
Tickets are being sold by the
UNCF" con- the school. The students vat in on various classes and all said
testants.
that they had been favorably impressed. Mrs. Givens is the
WON-KYUNG CHO, Korean classical dancer. will be daughter of the person for whom Stigall High is named.
presented by the college in Bruce halt on the night of No- Hamilton High School was also favorably impressed by the
HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS tram UNICEF, the Umtea Nations Children's Fund, include
vember 23. Tickets to this event are being sold by the Le- visitors
MISS OWEN COLLEGE
Datebook Calendar, left ($2.00), and distinctive Greeting Cards at $1.25 a
new
Is
• • •
president.
Moyne Alumni Club. MRS. ANN L. WEATHERS
Miss Owen College for 1964-65 is Miss Bobble Jean Jones
box of ten. The proceeds provide milli, medicine and equipment for needy
(Regular meeting of club: Sunday. Nov. 1: 5 P m PI me IAPLEASE DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY AND VOTE IN THE , shown during the coronation ceremonle‘ held at the rotchildren. Free catalogue available from UNICEF, United Nations, Now York.
brary).
GENERAL ELECTIONS TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3!!!
legs on Friday. Oct. 23.

•

Public Health
Hospital Lists 1120 Children Attend
Job Openings Zuber-Bynum Party

Rhomania Cotillion To
Be Presented Dec. 11

•

Sisterhood At
First Baptist To
Present Speaker

So What's New?

'Robert Jones Custom Hatter:
We Are Moving From

55 North Third

BTW Students Hear Address
1 B-y NY Gi Fotb
o all Star

So What's New?

To Our New Location

2016 LAMAR
Vie Restyle Hats — Make Hats To Order
ladies' Hats — Panama Hats
272-3682
buy , N I

help the worlds i-hihirert
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Wile Preservers

Humboldt News
KINDERGARTEN NEWS
We are proud to announce the progress of the Gillespie
kindergarten under the leadership of WILLIAM BASKERVILLE.
,
The new look at the school gives much encouragement to
the things that can be done when enough interest is shown.
Under the capable guidance of MRS. SHIRLEY POSTON,
some 30 children are now being trained in fellowship and
followship, as well as being protected from the hazards of the
streets.
Parents are asked to visit the school and see what is
taking place. Cots are provided for the children's naps. And
hot lunches are well prepared by MRS. LINNIE POSTON to
keep the children in good physical condition. The board solicits your help for the school.

0

•

tir
Wash painted walls and ceilings
with a paint roller dipped in sdelsy
vector. Rinse with a sponge dipped
in clear water.
4

Wife Preservers .

SCHOOL DOINGS
I

Stigall High school completed its drive tor "Miss Stigall"
recently, and Miss Virginia Stigall a tenth grader under Coach
WILLIE POSTON, won the title. She will reign during thi
school year.
The first attendant was GLORIA TURNER, a seventh
grader, with MRS. V. P. PULLIAM advisor; LINDA COMBS,
ninth grader, second attendant, MRS. L. C. NUNN, advisor;
DOROTHY HUNT, eleventh grader, third attendant, with
GLENN WALDEN advisor.
Activities included a bon fire and pep rally on the campus last Wednesday under the direction of WILLIAM HESS,
president of the Student Council. Singing, dancing and weiner roasting were enjoyed.
Saturday at 3, the grand parade moved from the school
through town. The band from Bruce High school in Dyersburg
led the parade with Miss BRENDA BURNETT, the 1963-64
queen, and her court following.
Behind them came queen-elect VIRGINIA STIGALL and
her attendants and the visiting royalty of Dyersburg, and cars
beautifully decorated and representing the Student Council,
home economics, English, science, social science and mathematics departments and the New Homemakers of America
with their lovely young ladies and young men.
The junior royalty, JACQUELYN EDMONDSON, and her
attendants rode in one of the beautiful floats. Bands from
Miles High and Stigall kept the parade spirit alive throughout the celebration.

4964-65

When hanging a garm•nt. out.
doors on the line, use two coat
bong.,. hooked'in oppoct•
hangers
tins, the wind will not blow It oft

•

The football game between Bruce High and Stigall climaxed
homecoming activities with Bruce taking the bacon on a
score of 19 to 13. Both bands played at halftime, and Queen
Burnett passed her crown on to the new queen, Virginia
Stigall.

Wife Preservers—.
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'
Need it:rat a squirt of lemon jultell %!
Pier. the lemon with a.ferle. •ew.
sgutatn• out. what's n••d•clilv!S.
tda
Ow remains and n06E4,1'014.,
i.

Ingredients
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CHURCH AFFAIRS
St. James Baptist church observed its homecoming last
Sunday with one of its former pastors, Rev. B. G. Ragsdale,
delivering both the morning and afternoon messages.
Rev. Ragsdale is now pastor of the Rogers Memorial ;
Baptist church in Knoxville and is head of the Eastern Regional of the Tennessee Baptist Missionary and Education
Convention. Both sermons were inspiring and offered challenges to Christians everywhere. The music and other offerings made it a day worth remembering.
More than $1,500 was raised for the effort and it sea,
about equal to the amount given last month for the church's
Woman's Day program. Rev, J. T. FREEMAN is pastor and
M. H. CROOM church clerk.

• Ale

NEW CO-ETTES
The Memphis Chapter of the Co-4-tte Club Inc., held its installation ceremony and reception for new members recently at i.e Moyne College. Pictured above are the newly inducted members, left to right: Misses Emma
Mayweather. Sandra Ilobson, Shirley Peace, Margaret Flythe, Patricia
Simpson, Marilyn Moss, Nancy Sims, Kathy Graham, Patricia Dickson,

Jessica Johnson, Gail Terrell, Mae Ryas, chairman of the Junior Board of
Directors, and Miss Erma Laws, Advisor. Presiding at Tea Service is Miss
Priscilla Marr, president. Not shown is Miss Melanie McWilliams, new
member. (Withers Photo).

Plain water and plenty' Of
"elbow grease" get the best
results in cleaning windoWs atcording to veteran wincidw".....a
cleaners employed by a
ing firm in cleaning commer.
cial buildings.
The "elbow grease" reffrs to. the pressure applied to the
squeegee used tti wipe tHeivg-•.sec
ter from the window.
•Wf

.m

Mrs. JOHN H. MATHIS and MRS. W. S. VANCE attended
state convention held in Nashville, and the meeting proved
to be a joy to all who were present.
Mrs. Mathis was elected a vice president of the Young •
People's work, and was very active in all of the women's
Ai work while there.

IF

Last Sunday she spoke to the women of Salem Methodist
church in Jackson. She has spoken in several churches there.
Mrs. Mathis is the wife of REV. J. H. MATHIS, pastor of
Morning Star Baptist church.
Mrs. GERTIE WILLIAMS and MISS EDITH MATHIS are
_ both ill at home after suffering slight strokes. The community
is praying for the speedy recovery of both women.
Mrs, SARAH TRIGGS has been taken to Madison County hospital and is reported some better at this writing.
- -

Donna Trice Crowned
'Miss Philander Smith'
Miss Donna M. Trice, a sen- iMack, of Little Rock, and
ior from Detroit. Mich., was "Miss UNCF," Miss Patricia
crowned "Miss P hil ander McDaniels, El Dorado, both
Smith" in the gymnasium of sophomores.
S Philander Smith college in BOO SUBJECTS
Little Rock, Ark.
Miss Trice received her
Elected by popular student
n from James D. Scott
coleg.ti
last
held
election
vote in an
'
acting president of the
atelegantly
was
she
spring,
Her subjects will include altired for her coronation in a most 600 students.
straight white crepe, floorThe new college queen is
length gown designed by her
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
mother. She wore matching the
Trice of Detroit.
white crepe shoes and had a C. R.
green velvet cape with gold , An elementary education
lining draped around her .major, she hopes to become a
!teacher after graduating with
shoulders.
class of 1965.
Members of her court wore the
straight floor-lenght gown& Miss Trice is a.member of
and included Miss Hattie Lu- Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
cas, of Brinkley, Ark., and Collegiate choir, Student NaMiss Faye Annette Smith of tional Education Association,
North Little Rock, both sen-[Women's association, and the
IDean's List.
iors.
Also in the pageantry at-, She is president of the Stutending the crowning of "Miuldent Movement and a winner
Philander Smith" were "Missiof a National Methodist scholHomecoming," Miss Iberia arship.

Veal Stew Takes On Party Air
•With Mushrooms, Sour Cream

DELTAS ADMIRE GIFT
Ebony Fashion Fair Committee Chairmen
admire gift — one of eight bound copies of
Ebony Magazine presented to local high
schools. Left to right: Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, general chairman; Mrs. Annie
L. Willis Bonging; Miss Maggie L. Mc-

Dowell, Publicity (Southern Regional Director); 5115s Phyllis Brooks, Tickets; Mrs.
Riet,alind H. Hayes, Ebony Project for Libraries; and Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks,
chapter president. (Hooks Photo).

GIFT FOR DOUGLASS
Accepting red engraved bound copy containing 12 issues
of Ebony Magazine is Melvin Conley, principal of Douglass
High School. It is being presented by Miss Mose Yvonne
Brooks, president of Memphis Alumnae chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority during the recent EBONY FASHION FAIR presented at the Music Hall. (Hooks Photo).

1„500 Women View Fashions Jackie Writes Reflections
At Music Hall OfAuditorium For Nov. 22 JFK Memorial

A

! Ebony Fashion Fair is in its piece suit with a fox collar and
Deltas Admire Gift
.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —Mrs. John F. Kennedy. what was unthinkable when hir
seventh annual year of pro-,matching accessories, presented
for
Douglass
Just
you.
Gift
changes
husband
assassinated
her
to
alive,
was
tribute
touching
a
in
lard
cup
Ever hear of veal stew going 1-4
duction, and seems to grow in bound copies of 12 issues of
public said:
Last Wednesday night in,
-I don't think there is
3 medium onions, quartered
depth with each presentation•Ebony Magazines to principals made
to a party?
Municipal
"I should have known that it WAS asking too much consolation. What was lost cad s
of
hall
the music
It can, of course, easily when , 1 cup sliced celery
au-.1.h show was fast moving, the'and or representatives of each
to dream that I might have grown old with him and not be replaced.
you dress it up with mushrooms,, 2 cups water
ditorium approximately 1.500 descriptions were vivid, and of our eight high schools.
- •
of Delta Sigma Theta the Memphis audience was ro- i Melvin Conley, principal of see our children grow up to- r
sour cream and parsley.
guests
'Someone who loved Prealc;
thyme
teaspoon
1-8
veal
flavor,
.
.
natural
gether,"
delicate
the
so
Memphis
Sorority, Inc.,
ceptive to the
With its
Douglass High School, was on
was lost cannot be replaced." dent Kennedy, but who had net'- can be used in harmony with! 1 medium head cauliflower, Alumnae Chapter, enjoyed alsractical . . . but unusual cos-;hand to receive the bright red Mrs. Kennedy penned Mrs. Kennedy wrote:
er known him, wrote to me
spectacular and breath-takingitumes that rrin the gamut froml engraved book for his school those words in connection with .M.It is nearly a year since he winter: 'the hero dimes elhelf4
broken into flowerettes
many ingredients including surprise ones like the herb, thyme. I can (4 ounces) mushroom fashion show staged by profcs- lounge and leisure to high so-i library. Warm thanks were cx- the approaching first anniver- "On so many days—his birth. lie is needed. When our belief
tended by Mrs. Ernestine Cun- sary of the death of President day, anniversary, watching his gets pale a n d weak, there
or cauliflowerettes RE a vegestems and pieces, drained alonel models of the Johnonlciety — cafe entertaining,
Publishing Company, Chicago,, r rom observations, it was ev- ningham, general chairman, John F. Kennedy. They are con- children running to the sea —
table.
1 cup dairy sour cream
comes a man out of that need,q
ident that the Memphis woman who was very chic in a green tained in the ''JFK Memorial !have thought "but this day last who is shining — and everyone,i
For a buffet setting, serve it 1-4 cup chopped parsley.
mainstream
faille
suit.
dress
silk
definately
the
in
Magazine.
Look
is
moldid!
pepper.
of
Issue'
and
salt
flour,
noodles,
or
Mix
with rice
National and international
year was his last to see that.' living reflects a little of that s
Dredge meat with seasoned designers Christian Dior, Bal-'of fashions. Beautifully ma- Memphians are fashion- "No I think that I should have He was so full of love and life light — and stores some up
into a ring.
The veal, after being dredged flour. Brown meat in lard or enciaga, Yves St. Laurent, BikiStrons, fastidously dressed men minded because Metimhis is a known that he was magic all on all those days. He seems too gainst the OW when he is sone.' sb•
with seasoned flour, is brown- drippings. Pour off drippings. Eleanora Garnet, Oleg Cassini, and fetchingly lovely deb, and fashion center. The members of along," Mrs. Kennedy said. "I vulnerable now, when you think "Now I think that I shodlit
ed to give color and develop Add onion, celery, water and Norman Norell, James Galan- sub-debs made a striking bou- Delta Sigma Theta are espec- did know it — but I should have that each one was a last time. ve known that he wag magi '
flavor. Its then braised with thyme. Cover tightly and cook os, Wesley Tann, Leon Bennett, cluet of fall colors of silks, soft hilly appreciative to the loyal guessed it could not last."
"Soon the final day will conic iii along. I did know it — not I.
slowly 1 hour and 15 minutes. Artie Wiggins , . . and many woolens and brocades of dresses friends here in Jackson, Tenwater as the liquid.
legend
a
again— as esorahly as should have guessed it could not
is
he
now
when
around
"So
and
suits.
nessec who throughout the
Veal Stew with Sour Cream Add cauliflower and continue to other American, Italian, Span- '
year. But expected last. I should have known that,,
have
to
he
last
preferred
a
be
would
did
it
3 pounds boneless veal shoul- cook slowly 30 to 45 minutes. ish and French designers who Organ music was featured on years have supported the projit was asking too much le
President's
time.
the
widow
this
man,"
der cut in ltt-inch cubes or until meat is done and cauli- used excellent materials and stage and in the lobby. At in- l ects and programs of this chapthat I might have. grows..
dream
difus
of
some
find
will
"It
say,
members
flower is tender. Add mush- new look designs for their cos-termission, Miss Mose Yvonne ter. Each of the
1,i cup flour
with and see our childrca.,
old
a
were
we
than
there
think
is
peOple
ferent
don't
any
wonderour
heryou,
to
president,
"Thanks
rooms, sour cream and parsley. tumes, completely revamped,Brooks, chapter
3 teaspoons aslt.
consolation" she said. "What year ago. Learning to accept grow op together.
self pretty in an autumn two- ful PUBLIC."
Heat through. 8 to 10 servings. milady's wardrobe,
1-4 teaspoon pepper
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GoVen Wildcats' Perfect Seam
Ends With 37-0 Win Over BTW

MEMPHIANS AT MEHARRY
Three Meniphians are among the 10 Tennesseans in the 112-member freshman
class at Meharry Medical college in Nashville representing 23 states and four foreign countries. From left are Everett D.
Melcissle, 1433 Humber st.; Miss Mary

Louise Johnson, 580-F Brown Mall. and
Samuel 6. Eubanks. Jr.. 851 Alaska st.
Miss Johnson is a student of dental hY•
tient., while Mr. McKissic and Mr. Eubanks are medical students.

Eilen111181
OLD FASHIONED
ABOUT
OLD TOLOB86

The high flying Melrose!league campaign with an un- cats called a series of timeouts
Golden Wildcats, who wrapped' blemished record,
with the Warriors in control of
up the Prep League Champ- WARD GALLOPS TO GOAL the pigskin. The strategy paid
ionship with their 31-10 trounMelrose scored early in the
cing of Lester two weeks ago, first quarter when Ward boun- off with a two yard touchadded icing on the cake by ced off tacklers enroute to a down plunge by LeRoy Motending the season undefeated 27 yard touchdown gallop. The ton. Melrose took over the ball
after overpowering the Wash- warriors displayed a spasmodic on the two with a few seconds
ington Warriors 37-0 last Fri- running game that met stiff remaining in the half after
day before an approximate opposition once it moved into Reginald Pippin jumbled the
snap from center while back to
crowd of 4,000.
Melrose territory.
punt.
Sylvester Hoskins and JimWashington miscues led to
Although the Warriors were
my Ward, with two touchtouchdowns Melrose able to hold Melrose to just
downs, each led the Melrose the three
put the game all but two second half scores, the
attack that capitalized on two used to
pass interceptions and a pair out of reach in the second scalpers continued to be vicquarter.
A
third down and one timized by a self inflicted
of fumbles to give Melrose
mentor Eldridge Mitchell his yard pass that was intercept- streak of bad luck. Melrose resafety man Bobby Smith covered a fumble to launch a
first victory over Washington ed by
since his former college room- and returned 12 yards to the T D march that was highlightmate and teammate Charles Washington 16 opened the ed by a pass which was de
Lomax took over the head floodgates. Henry Bridgeforth fleeted by a Washington de- ,
coaching reins for the Warri- followed a wall of blockers fender into the waiting arms of
around his own right end to Motton who was downed on
ors in 1960.
coaches
Both
attended score from the nine yard line. the 11. Hoskins skipped over
Southern University at Baton The Warriors got one of their on the next play. Bobby Smith,
Rouge, Louisiana and finished numerous fine kick-off returns who had an off night with his
their collegiate playing in 1956. to put the ball in play near place kicks, toed the point.
Because of the friendly rivalry endfield. A fumble by the Hoskins scored late in the
between the two schools a Warriors was picked up by first period after Bobby Smith
Golden Friendship Jug goes to Ward and the chubby senior setup the tally with an interthe victorious school with the rambled across the goal line ception that Was brought back
game score placed on the Jug. to complete a 58 yard run with to the nine where Hoskins
This is why the game meant the assistance of a four man oiled over.
more than just another game escort.
FACING HOWARD
for Melrose. Despite having the MOTTON SCORES
Howard of Chattanooga, petitle all packed away tilt It was apparent that Melrose rennially one of
Tennessee's
Orange Mounders fought hard was out to maintain its high top eleven, plays host to the
to gain possession of the Friend- scoring average when late in Golden Wildcats Friday in
ship Jug and completed the the first half the Golden Wild- Chattanooga. Last
year the
two teams played to a tie at
Melrose Stadium.
In other games last week
Manasses clinched at least a
tie for second place by whitewashing Father Bertrand 12-0
They scored early on a 30 yard
pass from Charles Miller to
Ray Webb. Manassas scored in
• LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Leona Gage, 26, who the third quarter when Houston Chaffin went across virtuonce briefly held the title of Miss United States in ally unnoticed from
his end
a beauty contest, was ordered to undergo psychiatric position on a double reverse.
An interference call and a 42
examination.
yard pass to Chaffin set up
The order was given by Municipal Court Judge the tounchdown.
ItlEurice T. Leader when Miss
Gage appeared before him for
arraignment on a charge of possession of marijuana.
She was found unconscious in
a Hollywood motel room from
an apparent overdose of a nal
,

Arrest Former Miss
USA On Dope Charge

At first her condition was
called critical but she recovered
sufficiently to be taken to the!
courtroom. S:ie was clad in al
hospital gown and pajama
trousers.
Hospital officials said her con- '
dition was vastly improved and i
that she probably soon would be.
transferred to women's jailj
Miss Gage was disqualified as
the Miss USA winner at the International Beauty Pageant in
Long Beach. Calif., in t957 after contest officials learned she
was married.
Contest rules stipulated that
entrants in the Miss USA contest be single girls.
The possession of marijuana
charge stemmed from the alleged discovery of a half-pound
of marijuana found in one of
Miss Gage's boots, police said.
A note found in her mote
room ind:cated she had attempted to take her own life
Police quoted the note as saying
in part:
"Strange as I know this must
sound, I feel in my heart that
to make my exit at this point
in my life was the wisest thing
to do."

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

ft. VAL
...41110
••••••
ab•

.1M

MUSTANG New Fastback
Mustang
2,-2 (above) has joined the
Hardtop and Convertible.

Trade-Ins Accepted

'63 Ford XL
2-door hardtop. Loaded.
Notes $67.25 Mo.

'62 T-Bird
Power and air
Notes $78
.
50 Mo.

'61 Starfire
Convertible. Power and air.
Notes

$58.10 mci•

'61 Mercury
One-2-door
One-4-door
Loaded with equipment.
Notes

$34.20 Mo.

'63 Ford 4-door
Galaxie. Air-condition.
Notes
$47.26 Mo.
'63 Dodge 270
4-door. Like new.
Notes

$49,86 mci•

10 AM
WIGS
4

'63 Ford Cony.
A steal at this price.
.79 mo.
Notes $50
26 notes on above

'63 Ford Pickup

•

V-8 engine. Nice.
.
86 Mo.
Notes $43

'60 Ford Pickup
Styloside body
Notes $39
.92 1110.
'61 Chevrolet
Wide bed. Like new.
Notes

$40.82

SO. MAIN

957 Ford Victoria
Good shape
.
96 Mo.
Notes $24

'56 Ford Victoria
Crown. Sharp. A creampuff
Notes $23.84 mo.

(except the people who drink it)

'55 Ford

•

Crown Victoria.
Sharp as a tack.
Notes $24
.
27 Mo.

'58 Chev. Impala

Mrs. Freese. Miller'

THE WHOLE TOWN HAS BEEN
AWAITING A PLACE TO
PURCHASE 100°/0 HUMAN HAIR

111rdi,on. Like new.
Notes

$34.86 ,1°.

'60 Olds Hardtop
Real
.79 Mo.
Notes $43
'59 Plynt. Wgn.

AT A PRICE 9995
THE QUEEN
Una Borne. beauteous American entertainer, headlined the
annual Royal variety show presented before Queen Elizabeth
In London. Other noted American entertainers invited to play
r before the Queen were Brenda
I,ee and Bob Neuhart. tier
majesty reportedly outdid the
other women in the society audience when she appeared
wearing a full skirted frock of
fee-blue organza and a diamond
tiara. About 300 artists are reported to have taken part in
the show.

1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them.

Lhgntucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey,86 PrO01. The Old Taylor Distillery Co.. Frankfort & lousvitle. Ity.4

BOSTON — It's an admirable
quality for a young lad to
strike out Tom Sawyer style to
seek adventure.
But Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
Reyes conceded their son
Mark may have been a bit
premature. They reported him
missing last night hut police
assured them the two-year-old
boy had been found wandering
along Tremont Street dressed
; in a pink gown, diapers and
rubber pants.

•.

AND TERMS LIKE THIS

.
86 Mo.
Notes $17

'56 Olds Cony.
Mo.
Notes $18.21
Above on 24 notes.

MONEY
DOWN
FORD Quietest, most elepnt
ever built. New frame! New WO
New interior! America's biggest new
yiindet engine!
I.! o

THE LEADING NATIONAL CHAIN
100% HUMAN HAIR
Dark Brown
Jet Black
Mixed Grey
Off Black

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 SO. MAIN

525-1433

HERFF FORD

2450 Summer
Phone 458.1151
you quol,ly

•
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Tennessee State Beats Jinx And
Stops Southern's Jaguars 32-21

EXTRA MONEY
1 Yr. Guaralteed
LITE BULB 39'

By EARL S. CLANTON III

the entire Tennessee State de- tory over Southern. Coach
Merritt praised the Bayou
NASHVILLE — The rifle lenses napping.
11 t•1 of freshman Eldridge , The Big Blues countered eleven. ''I think Southern's
Dickey broke a four-year jinx: with a 72-yard drive in nine players grew up in the game.
Tennessee State as the plays. Dickey capped the drive. They are better than their recTigers mauled a Southern tini- with a 15-yard
pass to end,ord (now 1-5) indicated."
,ersity eleven 32 to 21 before
Minnie
Pride.
Roy
McNeese, Coach Merritt, now 5-2 on
a standing-room-only crowd of
the season, and primed to face
kicked
the
extra
point
to tie' Fort Knox
6,302 in W. J. Hale stadium
here next Saturday,
the score with less than seven
last Saturday night.
tabbed Dickey, Gene Bowens
minutes
left
in
the
first
guarThe fancy-Dan signal caller
and Bill Tucker as his offenthrew four touchdowns and ter.
sive show. Running back TuckTaking
a
short
pont
on
connected on 19 of 30 aerials,
er led the pass catching for
for 304 yards to pad his team . Southern's 41, Delightful drove the Big Blues. He snagged
down to the Jaguar's nine be- five for 95 yards
total offense yardage.
and two
f(tre the runt:1111g stalled. From touchdowns in the
Beaming after the first vicsecond per,
the
nine,
freshman
kicking
iod
to
give
a 124 to 14 halltory over Southern in his ca,specialist McNeese booted a 27.- lime advantage.
reer, Coach John Merritt said.
1 yard field goal, putting the
1 Merritt's
"The kids gave me the ball
leading
ground
.'
after ths one. It usually goes Merrittmen ahead 10 to 7 with f gainer and game leader with
'one minute to play in the
164 ,t,tirds in 16 carries, Bowens
to a senior, but I got this one,
quarter.
and
1scored the fourth period tally
ne
isl a"mighty important
OUTSTANDING LINEMAN
d
ll to
on a 27-yard screen pass from
t
"I thought Claude (6-6, 240- a 73 yard screen pass from
Frank Pitts opened the scorpound
tackle)
Humphrey play- Dickey. Ott a first and 10 from
ing for Southern by dashing
81 yards with a pass from led a great ball game," Coach State's 27, Bowen hauled in
!Merritt reported. "He was by the screen on his own 30, sideWillie Johnson the first play
1 far the outstanding lineman of stepped two tacklers,
twisted
Ater the Jaguars got their
this game, and our line played away from another
and,„put:tands <it, the ball.
a good, crisp-MULL-1g game."
raced
the pack for the lipal
A BRIEF LEAD
Reflecting on his first vic- line.
Jphn Clayton kicked the extra point, and Southern took I
a brief 7 to 0 lead with 11:461
on the first quarter clock. The
score came of a flea-flicke,
pass that went from Johnsonto-Charlie Moore-to-Johnson,
who passed to Pitts and cough(
- —

OSBORN ENT.
398-8557
P.O. Box 9021,
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Zip 38109

PHONE 452-9316

CARL'S
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY $100
2544 SUMMER AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
:

THE NEW TRI.STATE DEFENDER

1

Among the youngsters who gave St. Louis
Cardinal catcher Tim McCarver a handshake during a homecoming feteing the
194 World Series baseball hero's return
tirMemphis was Johnson Saulsberry. Jr..

Co-Eds Dominate
'Who's Who' List

Zone No

1
City
1

1963
1963
1963
1962
1962
1955

Auto(o., R.H., W.S.W.

,

R.H., W.S.W.

FORD Cty. Squire, wog,'
White,

Loaded,

PAY AS HIGH AS

1595
$1795
$2095
S

F0110
FL 500, So. Cpt.
V.8,

One Owner

S 1595

Owner

"SALESLADY"

"SALESMEN"

Mrs. Mary Cox

Rev. J. E. Kell),
Rev. S. W. Wilson

92
PER WEEK TO START
GRAMMAR SCHOOL EDUCA•
TION USUALLY SUFFICIENT.
KEEP YOUR PRESENT JOB
WHILE TRAINING. U. S. CITIZENS ONLY.
For Full Information Send
Nam• and Address to:

Key

Training Service

72 So. S•cond St.
Memphis, Tenn. — 527•9167

Including:
• BEDROOM SUITE
• SPRINGS & MATTRESS
•STOVES
• COUCHES
•TWO LAMPS
TERMS TO SUIT ANYBODY!

Sr. or Route

City

s695
$395

ENGLISH FORD, Red,
One Owner, City Car

MERCURY 2 Dr. H.T.,
Autorn., 9.H., W.S.W.

2144 Lamar

A. G. PEEK

State
Age_ S•s

392 SCOTT ST.

Phone

327-5333

BILL SPEROS

PARKWAY MRS.

STERICK BUILDING
'WHERE !OAS 1/AF 1/01,1
GET Pill!!REWIRE •
Slavic,'.

ROOMS 044$850
PER
FULL
WEEK
s
1*.

Name

CHEY. Wagon, 4 Dr.,
Low Mileage .On

41

MEN and WOMEN TO TRAIN
NOW FOR CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATIONS

SCHILLING

GROUND FLOOR

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Addams Shoes

COMET 4 Dr.,

Autorn ,

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
(
1/

GIVE LIFETIME
SECURITY

1 YEAR OR
12,000 MILE WARRANTY

CAN YOU USE
MORE

•

CIVIL
SERVICE
JOBS

WAY MTRS.

Seven LeMoyne college coeds
I
I have been elected to Who's
Who Among Students in American Universites and Colleges.
They are:
Miss Jim Ella Austin, senior,
of 1502 Humber.
Miss Cathelia Barr, junior, of
868-D Walker Avenue,
Miss Irma Jean Ezell, senior,
of 483 Wicks Avenue.
Miss Juanita Gardner, senior,
•
of 1570 Hamilton.
Miss Geraldine Gray, senior,
of 1171 Englewood.
•
Miss Varnell Logan, senior,
of 2288 Amherst,
Miss Bennie Teague, junie-,
of 1450 Brookins.
—-

State

EASY WAY!

son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Saulsberry.
sr.. of 1478 Eloise, Voung Johnson is a
sandlot player, and his father is president
of the Memphis Semi-Pro Baseball League.
(Withers Photo'.

SCHILLING

I 70

Street Address

GET A HOUSE of FURNITURE the -

SMALL FRY GREET McCARVER

CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH—VALIANT
NOVEMBER PARADE

324-3711

••11•1111•11111•111111111 1011111111O1111•11•1111111R11111111112

UNIFORMS •
Norse., Mirsiorusry,
Prayer Rand

BLACK or
BROWN

Nylon. Dacron, coon,
tt
Poplin. Si,.. 5 to 52
Long,Short and Ws Storni
LOGES F07 EMS
APO DIGANILATIOPS

$30 93

Lewttst Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE EATA104 It7

Shoes for
years — knots ing theyie the finest you can buy. Fine
You'll wear Stacy-Adams

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 SI.,N.E.
65 Whitehall St ,s.w.
Washington 2,D.C.
Atlanta 3, Hot gig

1 - MINUTE

AUTOMATIC

:CAR WASH $
r•
.•
•
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.

•
•

•

is

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

1881 VALLEY

comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you

3 bedrooms, living room, dining
room, ha I I carpeted, 2 air
conditioners, garage, fenced.
Near Southgate Shopping Center.
5200 down. Notes approx. $72.
Call anytime to see.

through many seasons.

13 °TIP_

ASLEY • JONES • RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

Bernice Stone
386-4037
LUCILLE SERE REALTY
1247 Evergreen 274-5809

LeMoyne Presents
2 Big Attractions:

•

SUMMER AVE, CAR WASH •

3100 Summer at Baltic
Plusimrimm••mosomonimminat•miote

hand -craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting

••

I r * * * • It
VODKA

the

Plymouth
Belvedere.

\ARK ors 3
cfeA
.z)14/

CYE:S
have
it!
(over all other vodkas*)

Wm. GRANT
NABORS
IN PIANO RECITAL
Wm. GRANT NABORS

Bruce Hall, Tues., Nov. 17, 1964
$1
8:30 p.m.

WON-KYUNG CHO, Korean Classical Dancer

Dark Eyes has
thal special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

IN DANCE RECITAL
BRUCE HALL
Mon., Nov. 23, 1964 ---- $2.00, $1.50, $1.00
.11

Mr. Charles Washburne,
Appreciate the business his many friends & customers have given
him during the year 1964, hoping that 1965 models, will service
you as always.
Watch our Parade of Plymouth, Chrysler, Valiant, each week during
the month of November.
Yours truly,
Charles Washburn

tia

TN( CLEAR

SPRING DISHWI;

BILL SPEROS
309 UNION AV.

525-0581
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All Study And
No Work Not
For LeMovnites

Cotton Farmers Grow
Vegetables For Area

LeMoyne College's annurA
Work Day, started five yeaiW
Nearly 100 small farmers,)truck crops as a sideline source ago by President Hollis F.
white and Negro, of DeSoto of income. Following this Price who believes all persons
County, Miss., are now sup- recommendation, the farmers should do some manual labor,
will be conducted on the camplementing the income from arranged to establishafarm- pus
this Friday, Nov. 6.
their cotton patches by grow- ers market in a parking lot and Students, fscultv and staff
ing vegetables and selling them began growing tomatoes, pep- members will don work clothes
at their farmers market a doz- pers, eggplant, lima beans, and do odd jobs such as painten miles south of Memphis.
string beans, squash, corn, cu- Trif
i;doWl:,ir'
cfeait
"
;
es
blinds,
v WianxgTheir market grew out of cumbers and other vegetables ing floors and burning trash.
planning by the DeSoto Coun- for direct sale to families in Free lunches will be served
at noon and there will be a
ty Economic Council which was suburban Memphis.
dance for students that eveorganized three years ago as
One of the Negro farmers is
part of the'national Rural
Areas Development Program. Moses Faulkner, a 40-acre
A study made by the council farmer who stresses quality
showed that two-thirds of the production. Many customers
'farmers in the county had cot- prefer his products.
Jon allotments of less than 10 "You must have quality proacres. (At an average yield of duce, and you have to be fair Annual Friesd's Day will
la bale or 500 pounds per acre, to the customi_rs," he points observed next Sunday at Fit.
Baptist Chelsea.
1 10 acres bring a gross of about out.
It is being sponsored by •the
$2,000 or a net of about $1,500
County Agent Charles R. Tennie Booker Circle,
and a
for a farmer and his family's Fletcher, who
retired recently, special program featuring the
labor.)
helped Mr. Faulkner get start- Southern Male Chorus will be
GROW VEGETABLES
ed in the truck crop produc- presented at 3 p.m.
The council recommended tion.
Dr. P. L. Rowe is pastor
Tri-State Defender's Special Classified Section, set up
especially for you, during the months of November and
December. This is your space to do what you want to do,
as classified advertising for 8 insertions, 4 weeks in November and 4 weeks in December. Fill in this space saySolve Your Problems '
ing what you want to say. Mail your check or money
With a Small, Low Cost
order to the Tri•State Defender for only $10.00.

Church To Ohrerve
Friend's Day

NEED MONEY?

BAPTIST FREEDOM FARM
The Tri-State Defender's photographer visited the Baptist Freedom Farm
in Fayette County, Tenn., near Mason, and found the okra crop all gathered, a thriving crop of cotton being picked, and the soy beans waiting to be
harvested. In photo, top left, students on holiday from schools in Somerville are shown picking cotton on the more than 400-acre farm. In photo,
top right, are shown part of the herd of 30 cattle. The farm is concentrat-

Real Estate Loan

ing on Angus beef. In photo, bottom left, is the cottage which Dr. Joseph
Jackson, president of the National Baptist Convention, USA, Inc., occupies
on his visits to the farm. At right is one of the homes for tenants on the
farm. There are two lakes stocked with fish on the farm and located near
these cottages. (MLR Photos).

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cos). Yo,t
GetS 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
55,000.00

Me •
Paym•nts
$ 12.90
23.70
$ 34.50
S 45.50
S 56.20
S110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

flotnew

Classified Ads...
Help Wanted

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

• 0
Hi( tit

61111

1$1 rf

(((((((
11110111l-m.
IT-r-frrini

Looking
For
Something
Use Our
Want
Ads
Instructions

Dodge at a new lower price.
Coronet '65—the best-selling new car in Dodge
history. And why not' Coronet comes on big in all
departments. Inside, full-size room and comfort.
Up front, a choice of seven engines ranging to 426
cubic inches. On the rear window stickers, prices that
begin lots lower than those of any full-size Dodges
in years. Everywhere, more fun. In the Coronet 500

shown, for examp1e, bucket seats, console, carpeting,
all-vinyl interior, padded dash and V8 engine
are standard. So is our nice, reassuring warranty.* The
strongest in the business. And clean, eye-catching
beauty? That's Coronet all over. Who says you can't
please all of the people? Coronet's sure going to
(Tye It a try Sample one at your Dodge dealer's.

FOR SALE: Jeeps 564.50. bunts 56.15.
typewriters $1.15, arrplanes 572.20,
autos, farm tractors, and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct fro
U S. Government. For complete direr
ory where to buy In your slate. sei
$1.00. or 51.75 for national director
to Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 223.
Memphis. Term., 38101.

Special Services

• Salesmen
and
saleswomai
Nvanted to sell retail advertis- Lee Family Day Care
ing in the Memphis market.
942-4523
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
--01
-1U—
IN AN SERVICE
per cent contract commission Stove, /
1
2 price. 398-4237 or 307-2810.
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
Import — Export
FKMALE HELP WANTKD

HUDSON
BARBEE CO.

Attractive, intelligent. alert: represent tive for Chicago agency. 17 No.1
State St., Suite 1320, Chicago 2. 111.1

Air—Ocean
and
Houses For Sale
Surface Freight
OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEAT •
taut Lakewood Garden. No mnro, )
I 08 HORNLAKE ROAD
down. Low rates. Call Molnindro Pen-1
liv Realty Company, 357-1143. 358- !
1143 or 357.2775.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
398-1068
Apts. For Rent
'1 WO FURN. ROOBS. $6 & $7 WK
t-,rigie man or workIng woman. Usel
nf utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. k
1 Mr. T. HI. Sehl. No. 4 or 8 I Walker)
I Bus 1.Ine. 547 Dune. JA 6.1/176.

Apts. For Rent

TWO FURN. ROOMS. $6 A $7 WE.
Single man or vvorking woman
Use
of utilitin & telephone. Can arrange
210 Poet to a tenon on welfare or retired by
Jobs waiting St&M
MAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk. Tickets sent rm.. cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi Schl. No. 4 or R (Walken
A,t. West bury. N.Y.
One Line. 547 Dune. JA 6-0176.

Help Wanted

•

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CA LL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
BARBEL LAKE
Fish AU Day for 50e
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour - 20 min. 50e
Horse Bag'; Riding In The
Ring for Children - 10c

For Sale Misc.

CALL

FOR SALE: Jeep. $64 50. Meth $6 1,
54.15, airplanes $72 2,, 00Z
fYes
rewrar
•
•utre. taros tractor.. and many others
ton numerous to mention. Direct from
11.3, Government. For complete direct.
ory where to buy In your state. send'
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus, P.O. Bos 223,
Memphis. Tann., 38101.

EVERS

•
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes - 10c
Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
$10.00 and up
Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn I.ake Road
308-1068

*HERE'S HOW DODGE'S 5-YEAR, 50,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler Corporation confidently warrants all of the following vital parts of its 1965 cars fort years
or 50 000 miles, whichever comes firs! dump which nine any such parts that prove defective in material and workmanship will be replaced or repaired at. Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of business
without charge for such parts or labor engine block, head and internal parts, intake manifo,r1. water pump, transmission case and internal parts (excepting manual clutch) torque Converter drive shaft, universal mints, rear
axle and differential, and rear wheel bearings REQUIRED MAINTENANCE : The following maintenance services are required under the warranty--change engine oil every 3 months or 4,000 miles, whichever comes first,
replace oil filter every second oilchange . clean Carburetor air filter every 6 months and replace it every 2 years, and every 6 months furnish evidence of this required service to a Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer
end request hurl to certify receipt of such evidence and your Car's mileage Simple enough foe Such important protection.

'65 Dodge Coronet
See all the new Dodges on display at your nearby Dodge Dealer's

WATCH 'THE BOB HOPE SHOW." fil5C•TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING.

‘
41116",
„,,„ CHRYSLER
w

DODGE DIVISION

MOTORS CORPORATION

LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

/176 & 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

operators,
Linotype
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago G0616,
Illinois.

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 SEALE ST.

EXPER. BABY SITTER
NEEDS WORK
Neat la appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 8
AM to 5 P.M. Mrs. aadie Askew
848-3649
MAIDS. GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
1.IVE-1N JOBS. 935-55 PICK WK
1. ABE ADVANCED
HAROLD KMPLOYSIENT AGENti
MIX 21
11.114RNOIlk. N. T.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

•

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Alk
4

